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Early nineteenth-century America witnessed social
change which significantly altered the structure of human
relationships. Out of this transformation came new
configurations of gender and sexuality which colored
relations between the sexes well into the twentieth century.

But these gender prescriptions did not merely serve to
pattern male/female interactions, they informed the
Victorian America male self-concept as well. As this study
will demonstrate, men born and raised in the middle of the
nineteenth century were bombarded with a masculine ethos
which would permeate their personal and professional lives.
This study focuses particularly upon men who entered
the medical profession. More specifically, this is an
investigation of those practitioners who took up
psychotherapy in the course of conducting their medical
practice. Overall, the thesis will show that gender roles

did indeed influence medical professionals in the
investigation and treatment of hysteria in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century.

The first chapter is an overview of the issues to be
addressed in the thesis. The formal study begins in the
second chapter with an examination of the construction of
gender roles in nineteenth-century America. The third
chapter summarizes the development of the professions and
the subsequent ascent of medicine. The process of
professionalization created a reciprocal relationship
between medical science and the broader culture by which the

medical practitioners of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century achieved an unprecedented status. As the
mediators between medical knowledge and society,
practitioners based their scientific opinions directly upon
their congenial view of the world. The fourth chapter
explores the therapeutic encounter centered upon hysteria.
The hysteria malady, closely linked with femininity over the
sweep of its long history, provided physicians with a
diagnosis that allowed them to discourse on social concerns
about gender difference in general, and about the
troublesome nature of women in particular. Finally, the
fifth chapter traces the introduction of psychoanalysis into
the American psychotherapeutic scene. As a form of
psychotherapy taken up by a small group of practitioners
interested in psychological theories of illness and healing,

psychoanalysis was gradually adopted and then modified to

suit the needs of American professionals who continued to be
guided by ideas of masculinity forged in Victorian America.
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Psychotherapeutic Encounters: Masculine Ideals of
Gender and the Construction of Hysteria in Nineteenth and
Early Twentieth-Century America
1. INTRODUCTION

The "second wave" of feminism in the United States and
Western Europe brought about scholarly critique which
attempted to amend the imperceptive "Whig" psychiatric
histories. By the early 1970s, academicians in a wide
variety of disciplines were putting forward scholarly
"revisionisms" built upon the groundbreaking work of Simone
de Beauvoir and Betty Friedan. While the "presentist,

progressivist, and tenaciously internalist" psychiatric
historians ignored gender altogether as an analytical tool,

the new feminist scholars examined the social construction
of gender, as well as disease, in order to demonstrate that
psychiatry had long been used to control and subordinate
women.

1

Out of this early body of feminist literature came
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg's highly influential articles that
suggested that nervous women were, for the most part
unconsciously, using the hysterical role to escape tensions
inherent in conflicting aspects of Victorian womanhood.

Nancy Tomes, "Feminist Histories of Psychiatry," in Mark S. Micale and
Roy Porter, eds., Discovering the History of Psychiatry (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1994), 348-383.
1

2

Furthermore, by considering the professional and sexual
ambivalence experienced by male physicians who complied with
the hysterical patient in her flight from traditional
duties, Smith-Rosenberg's account brought a new degree of
balance and sophistication to the feminist debate.
Still, Smith-Rosenberg's work did not provide any
detailed analysis of masculinity, and only suggested that
the therapeutic relationship may be viewed "as a cultural
artifact: the physician shaped by his culture's definitions
of femininity and masculinity, having to deal on a daily,

one-to-one basis with the behavior and needs of his
individual female patient."2 Such a suggestion seems to

offer a logical starting point for a new consideration of
hysteria, science, profession, and gender.

On the whole, this work is an attempt to investigate
the influence of gender roles upon the therapeutic
relationship in the treatment of hysteria in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. I will first examine

the construction of nineteenth-century American gender
roles, and the subsequent impact of these roles upon
sexuality and relations between the sexes. Next,

I will

attempt to piece together a picture of the ways in which
culture influenced both doctors and patients in order to
construct a portrayal of the respective roles each brought

2

Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct: Visions of Gender in
Victorian America (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985), 216.

3

to the therapeutic encounter. In essence,

I hope to explore

here the reciprocal influence of culture and science.
Finally,

I will trace the introduction of Freud's

psychoanalysis into the American milieu and analyze the
relationship between the therapist and his hysterical
patient in the new psychology also adapted to this
environment.

I would like to demonstrate that the common opinion
that hysteria was essentially a female disorder certainly
spoke to a fundamental concern with formulations of gender
and sexuality. Over the long history of the disease,

"hysteria has always been constructed as a 'woman's
disease,' a feminine disorder, or a disturbance of

femininity....6 The standard medical opinion forged an
intimate connection between the ever-changing symptoms of
hysteria and the mysterious nature of women. "Mutability is
characteristic of hysteria because it is characteristic of
women," was the view of physician Edward Tilt.4 But equally
revealing is the other portion of the gender equation which
has to a certain extent gone unrecognized, that is to say,

men were doctors and doctors men. If we look carefully at
male gender ideals, "we can begin to see the linked

3 Elaine Showalter, "Hysteria, Feminism, and Gender," in Hysteria Beyond
Freud (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1993),
286.
4

Edward Tilt, A Handbook of Uterine Therapeutics and of Diseases of
Women, 4th edition (New York: William Wood, 1881), 85.

4

attitudes toward masculinity that influenced both diagnosis
and the behavior of male physicians."5

There is an important social background to these
developments. I will argue that rapid industrialization

early in the nineteenth century brought about fundamental
changes in the social order which greatly affected gender
roles. In addition, I will argue that the different roles

created for men and women were not simply a matter of men
attempting to subordinate women. Rather, men were grappling
with tensions inherent in a society experiencing fundamental
change. Jacksonian America was characterized by a host of
competing ideals which focused upon the relation between the
group and the individual. While a system of sexual control
was being put forward by some, a vastly different ideology
which celebrated freedom from the strictures of family life
and community was touted by others. Calls for change were
squarely met with calls for affirmation of traditional ways
of life. In this cultural dialogue between reform minded
"Jacksonians" and the more conservative "Traditionalists,"
the latter couched their uncertainty about a society in flux
and disarray in discussions of the family, and in
particular, the father-son relation. Indeed, language of
sexual imagery came to be utilized by both camps insofar as
young male sexuality came to symbolize the disorder of the
rapidly changing society.

5

Showalter, "Hysteria, Feminism, and Gender," 288.
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In addition to a summary of the vast structural
changes in the society, I will also provide an examination

of professionalism, both the effect of the society on the
process of professionalization and the effect of the medical

profession upon cultural ideals. The practitioners and
interpreters of science achieved a status that allowed them
to exercise great societal power in this era. In fact, the
lay population's perception of physicians as professionals
guided by objectivity, in conjunction with its widespread
faith in science, allowed physicians to base their
scientific opinions directly upon their own congenial
assumptions about society and human relationships. As
Cynthia Eagle Russett makes clear: "Science is not
disembodied inquiry; it is the product of particular human
beings living in specific times and places, and these
individuals, like all other human beings, are affected by

the circumstances of their lives." Accordingly, "the
majority of physicians could not be expected to notice
scientific 'facts' which stood in contradistinction to
traditional assumptions about women's proper role."7 Thus, a

section of this paper will be devoted to considering how the
politics of medical professionalization put in place a set
of professional norms and values that allowed doctors to

6

Cynthia Eagle Russett, Sexual Science (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1989), 188.
7

Regina Markell Morantz-Sanchez, Sympathy & Science: Women Physicians
In American Medicine (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 208.
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serve as mediators between knowledge about the body and the
larger society.

Why focus upon the medical field and its attempts to
cope with the mysterious affliction hysteria? Why
investigate the intimate doctor-patient relationship? After
all, what can a disease which has appeared in so many
guises, throughout various periods of history, possibly
offer in the way of insight into socio-political and
economic change? What does this malady offer the historian
of nineteenth-century America attempting to understand the
prevalent configurations of gender ideals and sexuality of
the period in question? I argue here that hysteria is an
unusually fruitful lens through which to examine the
influence of culture and science.

Samuel Haber has argued that "it is significant that
the doctor's authority, in the eighteenth century, was
depicted in terms of the relationship between the classes
and, in the nineteenth century, in terms of the relationship
between the sexes."8 Thus there was something fundamental at
work on the social level that was influential at the
microcosmic level of doctor and patient. This seems to have
been particularly true in the therapeutic relationship
concerned with the treatment of hysteria. It is the societal
concerns reflected in the hysteria diagnosis that make the

8

Samuel Haber, The Quest for Authority and Honor in the American
Professions, 1750-1900 (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago
Press, 1991), 146.
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study of the disease so useful and compelling. Hysteria
provides historians with a path that not only led Freud to
the development of psychoanalysis, but also led him to "what
is universal in psychic construction." As Juliet Mitchell
points out, Freud followed a particular path--"the route of
a prolonged and central preoccupation with the difference
between the sexes....The question of sexual differencefemininity and masculinity--was built into the very
structure of the illness."9 We will find in the course of

this article that Freud's American contemporaries were
preoccupied, both consciously and unconsciously, with issues
of gender and the implications for sexuality under the
rubric of hysteria.

The questions I particularly wish to ask about American
psychoanalysis are: to what extent was Freud's
psychoanalysis adapted to fit American society? What aspects
of psychoanalysis spoke directly to American concerns which
made Freud's work immediately amiable to American culture
and science? In the end, may the influence of psychoanalysis
be characterized as the legacy of a medical profession that
sought to legitimize existing cultural patterns with
scientific discourse?

In the course of developing an historical study of
gender and sexuality, one is immediately confronted by the

9

Juliet Mitchell, Women: The Longest Revolution (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1984), 300-301.
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difficulty of obtaining an accurate picture of actual
behavior in the materials which so transparently espouse the
ideals and myths of a society. How useful are such materials
in constructing an account of actual behavior? One must
always be cautious about inferring too much from an
"analytical strategy which assumes that the behavior of
groups can be explained by considering them as
undifferentiated individuals writ large...."10 This study,

therefore, is built upon the assumption that all individuals
have idiosyncratic needs, and that each individual makes use
of available cultural roles that are appropriate to these
needs. As Charles Rosenberg points out, social location
defines the composition of available choice. While it is
true that all individuals must adopt a variety of roles
simultaneously, "all are necessarily interrelated--with each
other and with each individual's pattern of sexual
behavior."

We cannot adequately describe behavior through a
reading of role prescription. Individuals did not
necessarily adhere to particular prescriptions of roles in
their daily lives. Nonetheless, as Rosenberg says, "one
never escapes them entirely: every member of a particular
generation has somehow to find an individual accommodation
with respect to these ideal prescriptions." In choosing to

10

Charles E. Rosenberg, No Other Gods: On Science and American Social
Thought (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), 72.

9

reject aspects of ideals, one still cannot completely escape
them because they help to "define the nature and content of
their deviance." The choices that an individual makes,

including the choice to reject certain options, constitute
the structure of a person's self-image, and "become an
element in the configuration of emotional resonance which
ultimately defines individuality."" For this study, I am
interested in the set of "options" available to men who
eventually became middle-class professionals, in particular,
physicians.

11

Rosenberg, No Other Gods, 72.
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2. IDEALS OF GENDER

In reaction to a rapidly changing industrial society,

where democratic and capitalistic ideals seemed to render
the class distinctions of Europe irrelevant, middle-class
men began to emphasize particular aspects of manhood. In
general, this class included "the educated and economically
secure," as well as "the shopkeepers, skilled workers, and
clerks who sought this secure identity. "12 In the

nineteenth-century definition of masculinity, references to
war and the hunt became increasingly common as gender took
on new significance. To this day, in fact, images of
struggle and conflict persist as a strand of middle-class
male identity. That men were indeed troubled by their
changing world can be seen in their concern about sexuality
as well. American culture in the Victorian period developed
a new code of sexuality that had a profound effect upon
middle-class male/female relations.13

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,

the conceptions of male and female sexuality shifted
significantly. Women, once thought to be innately amorous,

became sexually passive and "passionless" when it was

12
13

Rosenberg, No Other Gods, 73.

Peter N. Stearns, Be A Man!: Males In Modern Society (New York:
Holmes & Meier Publishers, Inc., 1979), 79-81.
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"discovered" that female orgasm was completely unrelated to
conception. Medical science had thus opened women's sexual
nature as a topic of endless debate. The old model of the
sexes in which men and women "were arrayed according to
their degree of metaphysical perfection, their vital heat,
along an axis whose telos was male, gave way...to a new

model of radical dimorphism, of biological divergence."" In
this new formulation, there were two opposite sexes which
formed the basis for society. The "facts" of biology
revealed by science were understood to be the very
foundation of the social order. At every turn science found
fundamental differences between the sexes which justified
such an order. "The dominant, though by no means universal,

view since the eighteenth century has been that there are
two stable, incommensurable, opposite sexes and that the
political, economic, and cultural lives of men and women,
their gender roles, are somehow based on these 'facts.'"
From this perspective, it was a biological "fact" that women
were "more passive, conservative, sluggish and stable;" men
were "active, energetic, eager, passionate, and variable."
As Thomas Laqueur explains, "no one was much interested in
looking for evidence of two distinct sexes, at the
anatomical and concrete physiological differences between
men and women, until such differences became politically

14

Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender From the Greeks to Freud
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990), 5-6.
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important." Furthermore, "serious talk about sexuality is
thus inevitably about the social order that it both
represents and legitimates."15 A new vision for the order of

nature and society sparked by Enlightenment ideals required
a new picture of the body.

What impact did the Industrial Revolution have upon
this new arrangement of sexual roles in Jacksonian America?
Such a shift did not simply consist of clarifying the
distinctions between the sexes. As Peter Stearns points out,
the traditional view of the amorous female and the
vulnerable male would have sufficed. In the new view of
gender, women came to be portrayed as the symbols of purity
and caretakers of the center of Victorian life, that is, the
home. It is not difficult to imagine that such a formulation
was a trap of sorts set by men to keep women occupied and
out of the way. But, according to Stearns, this role was not
initially a trap. This is precisely why so many women
readily accepted aspects of the role. As he writes: "So the
question remains why men did not do better for themselves
when they, and the growing number of women authors
undoubtedly deferential to a male view, were painting gender
pictures."16 The answer lies partially in the fact that

certain members of the middle-class, ministers and doctors
in particular, felt threatened by the aggressive nature of
15

Laqueur, 6, 10, and 11

16

Stearns, Be A Man ! , 81.
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the business world. By launching attacks upon the male
sexual impulse they were attacking the aggression inherent
in the new business world.

Ironically, businessmen themselves readily accepted the
imagery put forward by these spokesmen. The new businessmen
had certain problems to address. For one, they had to assure
the masculinity of men involved in work lacking physical
labor. The increasing number and influence of businessmen
necessitated new cultural negotiations that included
mercantile and professional life in existing conceptions of
manhood. But what made a new gender image for businessmen
necessary when the old image of man as rational and woman as
irrational might have easily sufficed? Indeed, early on
there was no real threat that women might seek to enter the
business realm. In fact, some men wondered why their wives
were staying home instead of helping with the family
business as their mothers had done a generation earlier.
Some wives did indeed lend a hand by doing accounting and
inventory. Consequently, the belief that the new image of
women was used to simply exclude them from men's sphere is
unfounded. "The whole image was used explicitly to exclude
women from the upper reaches of business only later, when
women were in a position to reenter in large numbers."17

The fundamental transformation of gender roles
developed out of the efforts of businessmen who were
17

Stearns, Be A Man ! , 82.
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attempting to justify their pursuit of money in industry. In
an attempt to portray industry as something other than
immoral, businessmen emphasized the manly aspects of their

work." As one young man explained, "It is so unmanly so
unnatural to spend a lifetime in the pursuit of nothing."19

Nonetheless, many were ambivalent about the new industrial
jungle based upon fierce competition. A young Denver lawyer
wrote of his new career: "I am in continual doubt and full
of misgivings lest the future be darker than the past...."20

Thus, while there seemed to be a willing desire to engage in
competition, for many men such a desire stemmed more from
fear of failure and the subsequent threats to their manhood.

Men needed to identify some alternative to constant
struggle. Out of this desire to escape the battle an oasis
evolved: home.

Because men of the church who found the business world
repugnant could not squarely attack capitalism, they offered
up an alternative in the form of a good woman who would act
as a moral restraint for husbands who were by nature
aggressive. Middle-class women writers, often the wives and
daughters of clergymen, also began to point out the
positive, nurturing role that women would play in society. 21

18

Stearns, Be A Man!, 83.

19 E. Anthony Rotundo, American Manhood: Transformations in Masculinity

from the Revolution to the Modern Era (New York: BasicBooks, 1993), 168.
20 Rotundo, American Manhood, 174.
21 Stearns, Be A Man!, 82-84.

15

For their mutual benefit, women were to be subordinates
relegated to the domestic sphere. In the domestic realm,

women could provide an oasis from the chaos of the male
business world, which altogether lacked the female qualities
of order and morality. In a world of chance, middle-class
men needed to focus upon work; whether in commerce,
industry, or westering, men were consumed with the pursuit
of expansion and wealth. Men, it would seem, had little time
to concern themselves with morality.

On the frontier, as well as in the urban East, women
were thought to have a settling effect upon otherwise
destructive men. Nevertheless, the strictures of a
relationship with a woman could cause a man to long for
separation; bachelorhood and the frontier called to him.22

That marriage and domesticity nurtured a man's desire to
flee was a dominant theme often brought out in popular
literature such as the Davy Crockett stories.23 Women could

provide men with a moral framework while still allowing them
a certain degree of manly autonomy, but only if women were
willing to assume their proper role. But at the same time
the very role she was to play caused him to yearn for the
frontier.24 Such was the mindset of the nineteenth-century

22 G.J. Barker-Benfield, The Horrors of the Half-Known Life: Male
Attitudes Toward Women and Sexuality in Nineteenth-Century America (New
York: Harper & Row, 1976), 49.
23 See Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct.
24

G.J. Barker-Benfield, Half-Known Life, 45-49.
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middle-class male. As John D'Emilio and Estelle Freedman
explain, the middle-class male personality was made up of
very contradictory aspects. He was thought to be aggressive
by nature, and yet society demanded that he focus his
potentially dangerous urges upon worthy goals. Women were
required to aid him in this battle.25

In addition to establishing work and sexual
prescriptions, the roles allotted for men and women
highlighted their respective abilities in coping with the
world. However, these roles were constructed to a great
extent by men. With respect to men, the unpredictable nature
of the modern business arena could make a man successful, or
it could make him neurotic.26 In a medical opinion given

toward the end of the nineteenth-century, George Beard
voiced concern that "among the well-to-do and the
intellectual, and especially among those in the professions
and in the higher walks of business life, who are in deadly
earnest in the race for place and power...neurasthenia
appears with alarming frequency."27 Following from a theory

of the body as a closed energy system, achievement required
a certain expenditure, but too much could mean mental, as

25 John D'Emilio and Estelle Freedman, Intimate Matters (New York:
Harper & Row, 1988), 178-180.
26 Barker-Benfield, Half-Known Life, 55-57.
27

George M. Beard, A Practical Treatise On Nervous Exhaustion (New
York: E.B. Treat & Company, 1905), 255.
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well as financial ruin. For women, it was an entirely
different matter.

Women, as opposed to men, supposedly did not have the
ability to care for themselves or to make important
decisions autonomously; they were completely emotional and
extremely dependent.

Hence the danger for women was

utilizing brain power in worldly pursuits at the expense of
her physical economy .28 As Beard wrote, "Hysteria is found

usually in those whose emotional natures greatly
predominate. Hence, relatively to neurasthenia, it is far
more common in females than in males."29 It was her duty to

procreate; therefore, she had primary responsibility for the
physical and mental well-being of the next generation. By
taking up the duty of teaching their daughters to forego
mental pursuits, which could surely tip the balance of a
fragile, emotional disposition predisposed to a variety of
illnesses, women would preserve their own mental welfare
while protecting that of the next generation. Since women,
after all, were also responsible for the well-being of the
next generation of men. To act against the mandate of her
nature could spell ruin for her son, as well as for the
society as a whole.3°

28

Barker-Benfield, Half-Known Life, 54-55.

29 Beard, A Practical Treatise, 137.
30 Barker-Benfield, Half-Known Life, 54-55.
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Illustrating the depth of cultural anxieties
surrounding gender, many forms of mental illness were
interpreted through this lens. The medical authorities of
the nineteenth century offered little, if any, challenge to
prescribed gender ideals. On the whole, it is probably fair
to say that these views were reinforced by a widely-employed
medical discourse. In his study of the Alabama Insane
Hospital, John Starrett Hughes found that the doctors'

assessments of patients were based almost solely upon the
unscientific opinions of the friends and relatives who
committed patients to the hospital. More importantly,

although many patients committed were truly suffering from
senility or mental retardation, many of the "diagnoses"
displayed the popular assumptions concerning sanity and
gender. The hospital admission book displays the difference
between male and female insanity. The predominant causes of
male illness were "hard work," "hard study," "business
trouble," and "loss of business." Interestingly, these men
suffered from activities associated with both public and
private male roles. Men ran into danger when they
overindulged in manly activities. They might, for instance,
suffer from "political excitement." "Masturbation," which
had the potential to rob a man of his limited energy, and
"venery," another form of sexual excess, were also viewed as
causative factors in male insanity. However, men's illnesses
were connected with actions that they could supposedly
control. Men, it seems, made themselves ill.

19

In contrast, it appears that women never lost their
minds due to overwork or stresses inherent in the domestic
realm. Primarily, women suffered from menstrual, menopausal,

and postpartum manias: biological causes which were inherent
in their "natures" and could not be avoided. Moreover,

women

were more inclined to suffer from emotions connected with
the domestic sphere. For instance, grief, a strong emotion
precipitated by a tragedy such as death, was most frequently
utilized in describing female malaise. Out of nine patients
suffering from illness due to grief, six were women. Two of
the three men labeled as grief stricken were ministers. Due
to their caretaking duties in their religious roles, they
were apparently removed from the

competitive world of

business: hence their categorization in a predominantly
female group. Although this group of patients is small, it
does offer some insight into the influence of gender upon
the diagnosis of mental illness.

On the whole, men suffered from the consequences of a
socially undisciplined masculinity, while women suffered
from a variety of biological circumstances generally beyond
their control.

31

From this study it seems quite clear that

doctors were willing to accept the gendered assessments of
the individuals who committed patients to the mental

31 John Starrett Hughes,"The Madness of Separate Spheres: Insanity and
Masculinity in Victorian Alabama," in Mark C. Carnes and Clyde Griffen,
eds., Meanings For Manhood: Constructions of Masculinity in Victorian
America (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990), 53-60.

20

hospital, which they then substantiated and legitimized with
their professional authority.

32

With the rise of individualism, science, and
technological advancement in the early nineteenth century
there was an increasing focus upon the human body. Childrearing literature of the period increasingly emphasized the
mother's responsibility for a child's physical well-being.
Many women appear to have heeded such advice, paying
particular attention to the bodies of their sons. Such
attention may have sparked a self-awareness on the part of
boys as well. As the century progressed, the body came to
preoccupy many young middle-class males, who were encouraged
to keep careful records of their physical measurements.33

Mothers focused especially upon the sexuality of their
children. In Victorian homes children were carefully
monitored lest they indulge their sexual appetites. Mothers
were told in a variety of domestic and self-help literature
that sexual experimentation would surely end in depravity
and degeneracy. The inordinate amount of attention placed

32 See Susan E. Cayleff, "'Prisoners of Their Own Feebleness' Women,
Nerves and Western Medicine--A Historical Overview," in Social Science
and Medicine, Vol. 26, No. 12, 1199-1208, 1988. In Cayleff's assessment
of
the connection between women and nervous disorders in Western
medicine, "the relationship bwtween the text medical authority and
behavior does reveal a continuous theme: although the social meaning of
nerves has changed over time, its use has explicitly symbolized the
devaluation, 'otherness', and psychophysiological vulnerability of
women."
33

E. Anthony Rotundo, "Learning About Manhood," in J.A. Magan and James
Walvin, eds., Manliness and Morality: Middle-class Masculinity in
Britain and America 1800-1940 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987), 40
41 and 47.
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upon human bodies spoke of more fundamental concerns. Many
sociologists and social historians believe that the
extraordinary new effort expended in controlling bodies
points to a concern with loss of control. As Carroll SmithRosenberg had argued "an emphasis on the body points to a
concern about primary relationships and institutions--the
family, female-male, parent-child ties."34

The new emphasis upon the bodies of children brought
about by the transformation of gender ideals held
consequences for children born and raised after the 1830s.
This was especially true for the boys growing up in this
period, for they were given strong and often contradictory
messages concerning their relation to women. For instance,
mothers of the nineteenth century, were deeply influenced by
the masturbation phobia of this period, and they focused a
great deal of attention upon the sexual behavior of their
children, as well as upon their general physical health.35It
became imperative for parents, particularly mothers, to
prohibit children from sexual self-exploration.

Nevertheless, by the age of six or seven, a boy was
increasingly influenced by a "boy culture" which taught him
to "express" his aggressive physical urges. Even as an

34 Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, "Sex as Symbol in Victorian Purity: An
Ethnohistorical Analysis of Jacksonian America," in John Demos and
Sarane Spence Boocock, eds., Turning Points: Historical and Sociological
Essays on the Family (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1978),
S213
35 Rotundo, American Manhood, 122.
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infant, the young boy came to understand certain differences
in gender which would eventually have ramifications for his
sexual identity. The female, however, was "restricted," that
is, physical activity was discouraged in the sphere young
girls inhabited. On the other hand, being male necessitated
"release." He was encouraged to take part in raucous play.

Hence from early childhood there was an "active"-"passive"
opposition of the sexes.36

On an emotional level, the young boy was encouraged to
demonstrate his defiance of feminine qualities and was
soundly reproached if he appeared to be a "sissy." For
instance, anger, which was viewed as an unacceptable emotion
in young girls, was regarded by "experts" as a natural
demonstration of masculinity. G. Stanley Hall praised anger
in boys, for he believed that it could be beneficial to both
the individual and society. "If (a man) is stirred, if he
reacts powerfully, out of that very stirring may come
achievements and performance of a high level."37

From the onset of puberty young men were bombarded with
a host of sexual advice from a variety of sources. Fiery
tracts warned of the dangers of sexual overindulgence. "The
convulsive paroxysms attending venereal indulgence are
connected with the most intense excitement and cause the
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most powerful agitation to the whole system...These
excesses, too frequently repeated, cannot fail to produce
the most terrible effects."38 In contrast, there existed

general agreement that men had enormous sexual appetites in
need of expression. In the words of one woman, "boys are
taught all their lives that purity is only for women (some
women) and vice a necessity to them and 'natural.'" E.

Anthony Rotundo explains the difficulty inherent in such
contradictions: "By the time such a young man approached his
first romantic relationship, he had been assailed by
pressures and counterpressures of great strength."39
Nearly the whole male self-concept, boys learned,

existed as an opposition to women. Men spoke of women's
"weakness." But this was not simply a reference to a woman's
lack of physical strength, nor her moral attributes. For the
most part, men used "weakness" to denote all traits that
"were the opposite of their own presumed aggression,

boldness, and worldly self-confidence." As a consequence,
they built their lives around relationships with women. The
dependent female served to bolster a man's feelings of
autonomy and masculinity; thus, the crucial role that women
played in building a male self-concept should not be
underestimated. Some men were willing to admit this
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dependence upon women. "(A man) wants (a woman) to depend on
him, because in his soul he knows he depends on her."But at
the same time, this dependence was potentially threatening
to a man because his strong desire for a woman ultimately
placed him in her control. Thus came about the dual
characterization of women as "Angel" and "Devil."40

Thus, on account of the mixed messages they received
concerning sexuality, boys were given a very narrow spectrum
of acceptable emotions which they could express. Boys
learned early on that tenderness was unacceptable. Combative
or roughly fraternal gestures were the only acceptable means
of embrace or touch. On the whole, boys were schooled to be
aggressive, emotionally independent and fiercely
competitive.41 Hence sexual knowledge and experimentation
were of primary importance in the development of a boy's
masculine identity. As Elizabeth Lunbeck explains, "a boy's,
later a man's, gender identity was thus inextricable from
his sexual identity from an early age."42

Of course many boys paid little attention to the
warnings of their parents on sexual matters. Boys discovered
and taught one another the pleasure of masturbation. After
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all, why should a boy believe that masturbation was anything
other than pleasurable when there was evidence, such as the
discovery of a collection of pornography, pointing to his
father's involvement in such matters? This frank obsession
with their sexual pleasure was an important part of what in
actual practice set boys apart from girls. The language they
used to discuss courtship and dating also helped to define
their masculinity. In the male youth culture boys learned
about the male prerogative--that girls were "fair game." It
was also here that they learned the difference between
"good" and "bad" girls. These ideas were thus carried on
into manhood.43

It is not surprising, therefore, that this ambivalence
prompted men to act aggressively and sexually when they
interacted with women. Nowhere is this more apparent than in
the doctor/patient relationship surrounding hysteria. In the
theater of the therapeutic relationship we can witness the
force of ideas about gender identity and sexual relations
expressed in the language of medical science. In the attempt
to show how assumptions about nineteenth-century middleclass manhood colored therapy centered upon hysteria, we
must first explore the events that caused the society to
focus attention upon the sexuality of young men in
Jacksonian America. In conjunction, we will examine the
specific ideals of masculinity which evolved over the course

43 Lunbeck, 233-235.
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of the nineteenth century and served to influence the young
men who would become professionals in the Progressive Era.
Then, perhaps we may come closer to understanding how male
gender identity affected particular American middle-class
physicians, psychiatrists, and psychoanalysts attempting to
treat female hysterics at the beginning of the twentieth
century.

THE THREAT OF ADOLESCENT MALE SEXUALITY
In the eighteenth century male sexual behavior was
viewed as a routine aspect of life, receiving scant
attention from doctors and ministers. However, in the early
decades of the nineteenth century sexual matters took on a
new emphasis. Reformers began to call for sexual continence,
and sexual reform campaigns were warranted to respond to the
societal changes brought about by industrialization. The
immediate cause of this concern was the relatively sudden
disappearance of the apprenticeship system and the
subsequent movement of young men to urban areas, where the
effects of a new violent sexuality in young men were readily
visible. Some of the early reformers including Sylvester
Graham, William Alcott, S.B. Woodward, and O.S. Fowler began
to produce tracts on the dangers of masturbation and sexual
relations aimed squarely at the young men in boarding
schools and colleges, as well as the young urban clerk.
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These early reformers helped shape a barrage of
antimasturbation advice that would continue, although with
diminished public acceptance, well into the twentieth
century. Antimasturbation and sexual continence literature,

which warned of the dire physiological, psychological, moral
and social consequences of succumbing to base urges, had its
strongest influence in the period from the early 1830s to
the 1860s. When the rate of social change and the anxiety
about it were at their peak.

Dramatic changes in politics, religion, and the economy
produced fundamental changes for middle-class families. As
migration to towns and cities altered the economic role of
the rural family, generational relationships were
simultaneously transformed. The economy was changing at the
same time as a significant growth in population made it
increasingly difficult for a father to provide each of his
sons with a farm. The viability of the craft trades lessened
in the face of a flood of new mass-produced goods, and out
of necessity, young men began to move to the cities to find
work. As a result, fathers experienced a loss of control,
economic and otherwise, which they once held over their
adolescent sons. "The rapidity of commercial expansion...and
the increased pressure to move west or to the cities brought
this process of gradual erosion to a critical point.
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Generational relations altered significantly--as did
normative attitudes toward male youth. "44

The apprenticeship system, a linchpin of preindustrial
society, became quickly obsolete, fueling tensions between
fathers and sons. Adolescent males who were once sent off to
apprentice in various trades now stayed on with their
families even though the changing conditions of the day made
it necessary for them to prepare for a future independent of
the family. As Smith-Rosenberg explains, "young men were
thus never more in evidence and never more marginal to
social and economic arrangements."45 Formal schools,

secondary schools, and colleges evolved to absorb part of
this excess supply of young men making it likely that they
would spend their adolescence in the controlled environment
of an institution.

Parental anxieties about the control of displaced young
men provoked unusually tense father-son relations, which
combined with other social forces to create a keen sense of
insecurity in the culture as a whole. Though many voices
praised the virtues of this increase in individual autonomy,
most social commentators expressed concern about the
integrity of society. Such conservative critics yearned for
the solitude of the rural past in previous eras. These
critics linked new ways of the industrial and commercial
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city with the uncontrolled sexuality of young men. "The
young man loose from his family became the loose young
man."46 In sum, the powerful sexuality of young men loomed

as a potential threat to the social order itself, while by
contrast, the chaste female role took on a supportive
position for the social order.47

In the sexual reform literature for men, women were
regularly portrayed as either the chaste mother figure or as
the whore. For men such as William Alcott, women who
maintained the role of passionless wife and devoted mother
were the protectors of the home, as well as society. As I
argued earlier, these woman assumed a caretaker role for
their men. "Men were to assume a dependent sexual position,
to obey women, the procreative force. "48 Woman thus served

as a symbol for social order--that is, unless she had become
inadvertently exposed to European customs, where young girls
were believed to learn and practice masturbation. For the
reformers, a woman who sought an education was shunning her
role as sexual guardian, taxing her physical economy, and
endangering the order of society.

In an attempt to address the fears raised by a
capitalistic, industrialized nation, physicians advanced a
bio-medical regime which warned against the dangers of
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excessive expenditures of energy, specifically, sexual
excess. The resulting framework served to direct potentially
dangerous sexual energy into useful social behavior.49 Since

male sexuality posed such a threat to American society
during this period, it is not difficult to see that the aim
was not to control women, but to use women to tame men.

MALE GENDER IDEALS IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA
It is within this framework of the social control of
human sexuality that new gender ideals for young middleclass men were formed. E. Anthony Rotundo refers to these
ideals as the Masculine Achiever, the Christian Gentleman
and the Masculine Primitive. The first two were prevalent
throughout the nineteenth century, while the concept of the
Masculine Primitive evolved slowly to become a prominent
ideal of manhood by the late 1800s.

As mentioned previously, the spread of capitalism
favored those men with energy and tenacity to compete in the
marketplace. As a result, an important aspect of manhood
required the possession of the aggressive qualities that
resulted in upward mobility. As John Burroughs put it: "We
respect him less who is set up in business, with a fortune
at his disposal, than he who, from humble beginnings,

49 Smith-Rosenberg, "Sex as Symbol," S243-S244.
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achieves his own success."50But consistent achievement
required tireless effort, persistence and independent
action. Since a man could not rely upon anyone but himself,
he had to learn to act as well as think independently. He
could best assume this state of independence by learning to
be completely detached and unemotional. Hence it was

necessary for the Masculine Achiever to shun all tenderness
and emotional displays of affection. One particular doctor
wrote that grief was "something to be ashamed of...," it was
"on par with fear," and "proof of weakness of spirit. "51 As a

result, achievement, independence, and action in the
business world were qualities that were highly regarded by
the culture as a whole.

To act as a check on these competitive impulses, and
bring them into balance with the maintenance of moral order
in society, the ideal of the Christian Gentleman developed
more or less simultaneously. The Christian Gentleman shunned
the self-serving attitude that was integral to the
attainment of material wealth in the commercial world. In
his critique of wealth and fame, Daniel Webster typified
this viewpoint: the "seeker of wealth never accumulated to
his desire." Public acclaim was also viewed negatively. In
Webster's opinion, the man that sought fame could face "the

50 Rotundo, "Learning About Manhood," 36-37.
51 Rotundo, "Learning About Manhood," 37.
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torrid heats of resentment, rivalry, emulation, and
opposition."52

But the role of Christian Gentleman was not just about
shunning the acquisition of wealth and fame. It emphasized
love, kindness and charity. Such a man had an obligation to
sacrifice his own needs in order to serve his family and
community.

Despite the contradictions between the Masculine
Achiever and the Christian Gentleman, there were ways in
which the two could be combined. Success in business was
acceptable as long as it was not at the expense of Christian

morals. Providing one did not simply go to church on Sunday
and take part in unscrupulous business practices the rest of
the week, there was nothing inherently wrong with commerce
practiced in moderation.

The Christian Gentleman ideal also prescribed control
over the base drives. Overindulgence in sex and liquor were
weaknesses that could certainly lead a man to ruin.
Therefore, it was imperative for a man to control himself;
his business life as well as his eternal slumber hung in the
balance. As the Masculine Achiever fashioned a system of
competition and conquest in the outer world, the Christian
Gentleman necessitated absolute control over the inner
world. Despite the contradictions in these two roles, they
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combined to form a worldview which construed life as a
battle.53

As the nineteenth century progressed, the "battle" for
self-control focused increasingly upon sexuality. Frequent
intercourse, even in marriage, was viewed as a drain on the
physical economy, and sexual health was possible only if one
could "restore the calm equilibrium of mind and senses; put
down the terrible mastery of passion." The weak man who
could not control his sexual passions, unlike the healthy
Christian Gentleman, constantly sought greater and more
diverse pleasure; his sexual appetite was never fully
satisfied. The epitome of manliness, the Christian Gentleman
"was an athlete of continence, not coitus, continuously
testing his manliness in the fire of self-denial."
Nevertheless, according to the proponents of sexual
continence, most men continued to be controlled by their
sexual appetites.54

The third element, the Masculine Primitive, informed
nineteenth-century conceptions of manhood by stressing these
primitive aspects of masculinity. It was generally believed
that all men shared primordial instincts which ensured their
survival. These natural passions and instincts that modern

man held in common with the "savage" were increasingly
viewed in a positive light. A highly popular proponent of
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this view was Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt extolled the
virtues of letting "the wolf rise in a man's heart."
Furthermore, "the history of the world shows that men are
not to be counted by their numbers but by the fire and vigor
of their passions."55

This masculine ideal emphasizing the passions clearly
justified age-old patterns of male sexual behavior. Despite
all the admonitions concerning the dangers of sexuality,
prostitution, venereal disease, and the double standard
attest to the reality of male behavior in the nineteenth
century. Some physicians prescribed fornication as a cure
for masturbation and various nervous ailments. Other
physicians even looked upon masturbation as a humorous
aspect of adolescence, which could be easily cured with
sexual intercourse. Fathers in this era often sent their
sons to brothels where they could prove their virility. It
is clear that men continued to justify their aggressive
sexual behavior physiologically. Many argued that sexual
energy had to be released in order to maintain health.56

There was yet another important aspect to the Masculine
Primitive. A great deal of emphasis came to be placed upon
the strength and size of male bodies. More and more, men
were admired for the quality of their physique; it was
important to be vigorous in body as well as mind, because
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life was indeed a battle for success in the commercial
jungle. In the words of one young man: "The hope of crushing
your opponents...the consciousness of battling...gives a
wild elation, that one never feels in any other action."57

These were the conflicting ideals that were implicitly
and explicitly conveyed to young men growing up in the
nineteenth century. Fathers and mothers played a large role
in presenting these ideas to their sons; however, since this
period was marked by absent fathers, many young men learned
their ideas of masculinity from the popular media, as well
as from their older peers. Not surprisingly, boys tended to
exaggerate and romanticize certain features of manliness.58
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3. THE PROFESSIONS

Thus far I have put together the broad picture of a
society experiencing growing pains, struggling to maintain
some semblance of order in the realm of sexuality in the
face of profound social and cultural change. More
importantly, I have tried to point out precisely what was at

stake for men in the era when they set about creating new
medical and scientific configurations of gender. The old
ordering of the world was no longer adequate, but its
disappearance created both new possibilities and new
problems to address. In the quest to shape a new order,

science and bio-medical discourse became a stabilizing force
in the changing cultural tide because "the public wants from
doctors explanations no less than medications; society looks
to the profession for exhortation and excuses." But this
role is equally beneficial to doctors who "must engage with
wider issues--religious, ethical, social, and cultural."
For as Roy Porter explains, "medicine has never enjoyed a
monopoly--nor has it been monolithic; it has divided within
itself--it has developed multiple strategies for securing
its place in the sun."59
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In the attempt to examine the mutually reinforcing
nature of the relationship between society and medical
science,

I will now turn to the examination of

professionalism, another "mechanism" so to speak at work in
the maintenance of societal equilibrium. As we shall see,
the formation of the professions, and in particular the

medical profession, was an important social force at work
guiding the behavior of individuals, both the physician and
patient.

Professionalism, as we have already partially seen in
the previous section, was inextricably linked with ideals of
masculinity. Thus the medical profession served to create,
as well as to legitimate a certain kind of culture, even
when men sincerely believed they were only acting as
objective men of science. In this next section,

I will first

trace the development of professionalism, then turn to an
examination of the changes within the medical profession.
The initial tenets of professionalism in the American
colonies grew out of the profound class consciousness
inherited from English society. Not surprisingly, the
professions of medicine, law, and the ministry, were
comprised of distinct rankings. In medicine, the English
class structure was carried over into the profession in
three distinct tiers. The highest tier was occupied by the
physician. The physician was a recipient of a classical
education and some degree of medical training. At Oxford and
Cambridge, medical training for the most part entailed work
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in the library. Students had the option of making rounds at
the London hospitals, but many simply chose not to do so. As
a physician, one was primarily concerned with internal

medicine and prescription drugs. But being the gentleman
that he was, the physician would not do work with his hands.
The treatment of injuries was left to the surgeon, who
learned his skills through an apprenticeship. As a
consequence, the surgeon could not use the title of doctor,

nor could he be considered a gentleman. The final rank was
filled by the apothecary, a tradesman who bought and sold
drugs.

Within the British professions, the ranking of lawyers
followed a system that was similar to medical professionals,

yet the scheme in the legal field was a bit more
complicated. The king's counsel, serjeant, and barrister
were the gentleman lawyers who had received their training
at the Inns of Court, in addition to a university education.
Each one, in addition, had different privileges of pleading
at tribunals. In contrast, the attorney and solicitor had
been trained solely through apprenticeship, and in general,
were not considered to be gentlemen.

Unlike the legal and medical professions, all positions
in the clergy were included among the ranks of gentlemen.

The bishop, priest, and deacon, were thus necessarily
expected to have a university education. Nevertheless, there
was a wide range of valuation placed on the different
clerical ranks. The bishops were nobles in the House of
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Lords with influence in politics and religion. In contrast,
the deacons were for the most part "clerical proletariat"
who had little hope of rising beyond their station.
The one important similarity between these professions
was the emphasis placed upon university education as the

mark of a true gentleman. The concept of gentleman carried
with it ancient ideas of honor and virtue. It spoke of

a

man's spiritual attributes, as well as his lineage, rank,
and personal virtue. A classical education brought with it
added distinction to those who obtained it. Study of the
liberal arts was thought to cultivate the refinement and
broad understanding necessary for a man of such social
standing .60

The key elements of training which made up a profession
were practical knowledge matched with training in the
classics. As was mentioned previously concerning physicians,

the working knowledge of a profession could be acquired
quite informally; however, education served as yet another
credential to elevate the standing of professionals in
society. Organizational bodies in the form of professional
societies also served to raise the status of the
professions.61
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The men who sought to establish such a hierarchy in the
colonies ran into difficulties however, since there were few
gentlemen to take up the more elevated occupations.

Occupations traditionally held by the gentlemanly class of
Britain were thus filled by men of lower standing who found
it necessary to create a new system. Americans set out,

therefore, to develop their own system for enhancing
professional prestige.62 To this end, would-be professionals
set up organizations and enacted licensing laws. By 1800,

laws for legal practice were in place, and by 1830 all but
three states had laws for medicine. Such laws served to
elevate professional standards, but also the standing and
income of the professionals themselves.63

Significant changes began to influence the professions
after 1830. There was a substantial decline in the number of
professionals attending college as classical education
increasingly came under attack. Mechanisms which served to
exclude were denounced as aristocratic, monopolistic, and
completely counter to the egalitarian values of the period.

As a result, the professions became much more democratic in
nature as those with no liberal arts education "took even
ground at once with the oldest of the regular
graduates,... Boston and New York had quite forgotten who of

62 Starr, 38-40.
63 Haber, 9.
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their gownsmen was college-bred, and who was not.t!64

Technical education, in the form of proprietary schools,
gained prominence while the necessary education for
professional occupations was lessened, supposedly opening
these occupations to men of "talent." As a consequence,
young men flocked to proprietary schools seeking a
professional degree. Such schools were primarily profit
making ventures supported by student fees, and as such, they
turned away few prospective students. The payment of one's
fees practically ensured graduation.65

The number of medical colleges doubled in the period
from 1830 and 1845. Accessibility became the key, as
connections established through apprenticeship were no
longer an important means of restricting access to the
profession. Proprietary law schools were also established in
great numbers, but many in the field continued to rely on
apprenticeship for training. This was the primary form of
training for most lawyers in this period. As a result, many
law schools were forced to shut down because they could not
maintain enrollments.

On the whole, this period was marked by egalitarianism,
and as a result, by a devaluation of the professions.
Professional organizations and their licensing laws were
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increasingly viewed with disdain.66 Popular leaders

denounced licensing laws as being aristocratic and
monopolistic and many people began to seriously question the
distinctions between professions and occupations. By the
middle part of the century, such laws for law and medicine
had been done away with in most states. Samuel Haber
explains that the middle years of the century "from the
standpoint of organizational power and effectiveness, were
the nadir of the professions in America."67

Thus the period from 1830-1880 was a particularly low
point for the medical profession. Little had changed in
terms of medical treatment. The common practitioner, working
with scant theoretical knowledge, continued to utilize
humoral medicine consisting of bleeding, blistering,
purging, vomiting and sweating .68 The humoral system,

characterized by "heroic" measures, was not effective by any
means. Physicians, as well as the patients they treated,
began to question the utility of medical science. In the
estimation of one Massachusetts physician "the amount of
death and disaster in the world would be less, if all
disease were left to itself."69 Nevertheless, it was
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necessary for doctors to do something, and lacking the power
to heal, they relied heavily upon salesmanship. The ability
to convince patients of one's expertise was of paramount
importance in maintaining one's practice, not to mention
some semblance of professional dignity. To this end,
physicians felt it essential to "obtain an ascendancy over
the minds of those labouring under disease."7° That it was

necessary for physicians to convince their patients of their
therapeutic efficacy provides us with an important
psychological element to consider in understanding the
structure of the relationship between the physician and his
patient.

Individuals from each of the professions agreed that
this dismal state of affairs could not continue much longer.

With a concerted effort, the last decades of the nineteenth
century witnessed profound change for all of the

professions. National associations began to restrict
membership in their organizations. Professional standards
were raised as state licensing laws requiring more and

higher quality education were set in place. Formal education
was strongly emphasized once again as professional work
became increasingly "scientific." Many argued that education
would enhance the status, as well as the income of the
professional. Many felt that highly educated practitioners
were of benefit to society because they were more competent.

70 Haber, 142-146.
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As Haber remarks, "this last point was requisite to the
wholeheartedness with which the professionals pressed their
argument."71

Professional authority, which had once rested upon
ideas of gentlemanly honor derived from the classical
education, by the 1900s began to rely upon the espirit de
corps brought about by confidence in science, and the new
licensing laws that supported the position of the
professional men in society. By the turn of the century,

among the well-educated men of society, it was only the
professionals who could legitimately claim the qualities of
honor and authority. As a consequence, the professions began
to afford new opportunities to an urban middle class looking
to secure lucrative and respectable employment that meshed
with their pursuit of social justice. It also provided those
with the necessary education a stable role within the
growing commercial world via the university which was
controlled by wealthy elites. In the ever expanding urbanindustrial order, "professionalism...would over time enable
the middle class to make peace with the plutocrats."72

In conjunction with claims of honor and authority, the
professions put forward an elaborate new picture of the
professional man. Standing somewhere between the capitalist
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and the worker, the professional did not derive his honor
from wealth, nor was he simply an employee. His work, which
brought him both respect and satisfaction, was to a great
degree intellectual work guided by the values of his
profession. While men in commerce or in the trades were
guided by their interests, for the professional "duty guided
self-interest; and duty arose out of an abiding relationship
between persons and entailed action that one's position or
station required."73

THE RISE OF MEDICINE: THE SYSTEMATIC EXCLUSION OF
WOMEN
With the renewal of the American professions in the
1880s, medicine was well on its way toward becoming
"preeminent."74The progress of science due to the germ

theory matched with advances in physiology and
anesthesiology brought a new sense of confidence to doctors
and sparked confidence in the lay population.75 The

development of the compound microscope in the mid-1800s
eventually led to bacteriology and the subsequent
development of diphtheria antitoxin in 1894. This therapy,
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the first to come from the new medical sciences, had a
substantial impact upon public opinion concerning
medicine.76 These innovations also affected the basic
structure of the medical profession.
The physician's authority, more than ever before,

rested upon a universal faith in the rigor of scientific
method. In the last years of the 1800s, the American Medical
Association became a strong, cohesive professional society
boosted by the society's renewed confidence in science.77 In
uniting medical professionals under the banner of science,

the AMA provided physicians with a new spirit of
professionalism and authority through campaigns designed to
reform medical education and practice. The medical
profession had long been viewed, particularly by physicians,
as a depressed profession. Many bemoaned poor compensation,

an extremely low doctor-patient ratio, and the influx of
nonmedical personnel viewed as added competition in an
already overcrowded field. It was argued, often quite
vehemently by Northeastern physicians affiliated with
universities and hospitals, that only through efforts toward
raising the social standing of medical professionals could
medicine become more scientific. The private practitioners
who made up the bulk of the medical profession had to
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concur, and they cooperated with the university-based
physicians in the AMA effort to reform medicine.
Many argued that in order to achieve this goal, it was
imperative that the profession become more restrictive. To
this end, the elite East Coast physicians increasingly
promoted, with the aid of foundations sponsored by powerful
industrialists, the business model for medical education. By
restricting the supply, the medical profession would not
only achieve a higher standing, it would become much more
profitable. Through consolidation of universities and
hospitals with funds from the foundations and state
governments, physicians connected with universities and
medical schools sought to revolutionize medical practice,
training, and organization. The large university medical
hospital would eliminate the small medical schools which
lacked adequate funding for equipment and training.

However, improving the quality of medical education was
only a portion of the AMA agenda. While these physicians
were indeed concerned with increasing medical education
standards and decreasing the number of physicians through
elimination of inferior programs, they were equally
concerned with eliminating particular groups of people from
medical practice. It is clear that the campaign to shut down
small proprietary schools was aimed at programs that trained
women, working-class individuals, and immigrants, "common"
people the profession was trying to exclude. One physician,
commenting on the status of medicine, grumbled that "the
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truth is patent that very many of its members are persons of
inferior ability, questionable character and coarse and
common fiber." Another was upset about evening programs
which allowed "the clerk, the street-car conductor, the
janitor and others employed during the day to earn a
degree." As for women, a female medical college president
emphasized that since women would always be a minority, "it
is not reasonable to expect that their peculiar requirements
will be met or their individual interests protected."78 On

the whole, despite the significant progress made toward
acceptance of women into medical programs in the last decade
of the 1800s, the AMA campaign had the desired effect of
curtailing female enrollments.

Enrollment of women in medical programs dropped sharply
from 1,280 in 1902 to 526 in 1913. With the rising standards
for admission to medical school, the increasing cost of

a

medical education, and the decrease in available medical
school openings, the acquisition of a medical education
became increasingly difficult to attain. Women often did not
have access to adequate premedical training, and it was
difficult for women to secure sufficient financial support
from family members skeptical about the prospects for a
female physician. Moreover, acquiring a medical education
was but one of many obstacles for women to overcome in their
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pursuit of a career in medicine. Hospital appointments as
interns and residents were usually given to men, and the
specialties, which were generally controlled by private
boards, were overwhelmingly male. "The ironic result of the
social and scientific changes that had rocked medical
education in North America," as Thomas Neville Bonner
states, "was a diminution of women's role in it."79

Not surprisingly, these developments instigated by the
more prominent members of the AMA "put the medical
profession on the road to its present-day elitist,
financially remunerative position. "80 In addition to their

success in elevating the profession, the physicians carved
out "an ever greater regulatory role, acting as brokers and
adjudicators for state, judiciary, and the family."81

Physicians focused their expertise upon moral issues through
discussions of hygiene, sanity, race, and sexuality. The
public craved medical pronouncements concerning such topics,
and the medical community was more than willing to offer up
moral directives based upon their scientific opinion.82

New medical discoveries, as well as development of
instrumentation in the last half of the century, led to
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medical specialization. In fact, in the period from 1880
1900, about 70 percent of physicians entering the profession
started practice as specialists. Increasingly, these
specialists set up dispensaries and hospitals which offered
medical services for free so that they could observe
patients with particular ailments. Medical journals
encouraged physicians to share knowledge of their specialty
with colleagues, and gave recognition to prominent
physicians in particular fields.83 A wide variety of

subdisciplines began to take shape as physicians staked
their claims upon new medical specialties. In the scramble
for limited funds and prestige, physicians began to
specialize in such areas as obstetrics and gynecology,
neurology, and psychiatry.

84

One of the emerging specialties in medicine, neurology
developed out of the efforts of European scientific
investigation into the connection between structure and
function in mental disease. American physicians who
identified themselves with this specialty were initially
interested in Civil War soldiers suffering from nerve tissue
damage. Within the next ten years, American neurologists
began to broaden the scope of their work to include not only
somatic diseases of the central nervous system, but also the
psychoses and neuroses. Reflecting the shifting emphasis on
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science, neurologists professed that their new specialty was
built upon the principles of scientific medicine American
physicians had witnessed in Europe.85

With the "rise" of neurology rooted in science, the
specialty of psychiatry, which was tied in the midnineteenth century to the asylum, became acutely aware of
its arrested development. Already self-conscious about their
role as caretakers, psychiatrists were soundly criticized by
their brothers in neurology. To avoid being left behind in
the struggle for clients and prestige, young psychiatrists
began a transformation of the specialty. In abandoning
asylum medicine centered upon moral treatment and
empiricism, and focusing upon somatic theories of mental
disease, psychiatrists began to break away from the
caretaker function of the mid-century .86 Later, both

neurology and psychiatry underwent significant changes as it
became apparent that evidence for somatic explanations for
mental illness was sorely lacking. These specialties were
equally discouraged by the poor therapeutic results offered
by the somatic theory. In the first decade of the twentieth
century, pessimism would open the way for consideration of
new theories of mental illness.87
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VALUES OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION
Prevailing attitudes concerning the family, women, and
sex certainly played an important role in the formulation of
medical opinion, not only because many physicians shared
common attitudes seen as "respectable," but because medicine
depended upon public support. To take a radical position on
sexual matters was truly dangerous. The physician's role had
long been one of interpreter. He explained disease as the
result of the patient's failure to adhere to the laws of
nature and society.88 The professional position of the late

nineteenth-century physician was not unlike that of a priest
who could not question generally accepted standards of
sexual morality. As Dr. Clarence J. Blake explained to
graduating Yale medical students in 1898: "You are going
out, as each one of you realizes, to a ministry,...a
priesthood."89 Out of necessity then, practitioners offered
up disease sanctions that fit these social standards.

With new advances in medical technology, the physician
was better able to cure disease, but he still needed support
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from the community. Medical practice, research, and training
required large sums of money. The flow of money was
dependent upon the physician's reputation for social
service, not social criticism. Medical research, diagnosis,
and treatment was thus necessarily dictated to a large

degree by "civilized morality."" For as Roy Porter makes
clear: "Medicine's authority, its prized scientificity,

may

have rested upon its vaunted monopoly of expertise over the
human organism, but its public appeal has equally hung upon
its ability to attune its terms and tones to the popular
ear.

"91

The hysteria malady, which will be investigated in the
last two sections of this work, was certainly not an
exception. For hysteria lent itself to the broad cultural
concerns with gender, sexuality, and more specifically,
"that mystery of mysteries, woman."92 In the scramble for

influence, the medical specialties focused intently upon
hysteria, deciphering the moral messages for Victorian
society contained therein.93

The need for public support and funding, both clear
issues of pragmatic self-interest, were not the only forces
90
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guiding the medical profession. As individuals within an
organized profession, physicians were (and are today)

influenced by a group of norms or values which served to
distinguish and exalt the medical community. However, such
values also served to blur both medical and public
perceptions of what and whose interests were being served.
Jeffery Berlant writes that "many of the practices of the
profession function in behalf of the collective interests of
the profession, whether or not they benefit the patient in
every instance." Furthermore, the institutionalization of
the profession "requires only the promise that these
interests (the patients) will be protected."94 Thus it was

possible that a medical code of ethics allowed physicians to
act in ways that were not helpful, and even harmful to their
patients without recognizing that the only interests being
served were those of the medical profession.

One example is professional reliance upon extensive
education as insurance of professional integrity. The "sense
of responsibility" on the part of the medical community
conveyed by licensing, professional societies, and education
really offered no guarantee of standards in medical
practice.95 Physicians could explain to their patients: "I

am a physician who has studied his profession in all its
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branches and departments;...and I practice in all instances
for the good of my patients."96 Physicians as well as

patients seemed to have accepted (or at least wanted to
accept) the integrity of physicians implied in such
statements, but there were in reality no formal standards in
terms of medical practice.

For Jeffrey M. Masson, training is really about
"learning to become a member of a select group." Once one is
a member of a group and strongly identified with it there is
a tendency to respond to criticism with vehemence rather
than with objectivity. "How is it possible to carry on
serious, critical examination of the basic postulates of a
field in which your personal identity is tied up?"97 There

would have been a tendency for practitioners to stick
together in the face of criticism concerning inevitable
mistakes and failures which the lay population could not
accept as inevitable.98 This sense of community helped forge

a professional solidarity around adherence to certain
theories and forms of therapy.99 That is, there was pressure

to be a strong proponent of the values, theories, and
procedures of one's particular professional group.
96
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Yet another value of the medical profession concerns
the scientific and epistemological foundations of medical
practice. From the late 1800s onward, medicine has staked
its claims on science and society has sanctioned them.

Nevertheless, because of its general orientation toward the
application of scientific principles, the medical profession
has been "obliged to carry on even when it lacks

a

scientific foundation for its activities...."M The
practitioner in the late nineteenth century, in fact, was
likely to fear doing nothing. As Regina Morantz-Sanchez
points out, patients often demanded treatment, particularly
heroic procedures, as proof of the physician's
capability.

101

This emphasis on action means that in practice
occasions would frequently occur when the practitioner was
obliged to rely heavily, and at times exclusively, upon his
senses rather than concrete knowledge received from the
profession. Thus he was likely to develop and rely upon a
worldview which stressed his own firsthand experience. The
dangerous aspect of this isolated self-reliance was the fact
that the practitioner and lay population could not see that
this is precisely what led him to be "so impressed...by the
perplexity of his clients and by his apparent capacity to
deal with those perplexities" that he came to view himself
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as an authority on all human problems. Such "diffuse wisdom
is reinforced strongly by...a lay world that does not
discriminate between what is functionally specific to his
training and what is not.

As Eliot Freidson so aptly

explains about the professional: "When he preempts the
authority to direct, even constrain men's decisions on the
basis of his own values, the professional is no longer an
expert but rather a member of a new privileged class
disguised as expert. "103 As we shall see, by the early

twentieth century, American physicians occupied a social
position from which they could effectively direct and
constrain individuals based upon their self-serving view of
the world.

These are but a few of the important accepted values of
the medical profession which served to cloud the physician's
and the public's ability to see physicians as an unobjective
and conserving force in society. In the end, the ideology of
the medical profession served to protect the status quo
because particular physicians could view their own personal
ideals and intentions as progressive and grounded in the
latest scientific knowledge without really ever challenging
their cultural ideals.

102 Freidson, 170-171.
103 Freidson, 382.
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4. HYSTERIA

The nineteenth-century doctor was in a prime position
for molding gender ideals in order to protect both masculine
and professional prerogatives. On the other hand, in the
arena of his medical practice, the physician placed himself
face to face with a creature he found to be quite
mysterious. Every aspect of his upbringing forged a role for
him that was in complete opposition to that of woman. In
fact, his masculinity depended upon her femininity for its
definition. If she was not passive, moral, and biologically
driven, then how could he be active, passionate, and
cerebrally guided?

These gender configurations seemed to render relations
with women intelligible and safe, but the ideal woman was
really only a self-serving male conception; therefore, men
could never alleviate their doubts about the true nature of
women. At some level, women would always remain ambiguous
and threatening to men, for as Stephen Heath states, "there
is the risk in the opposite, the other; man's being is
fringed with darkness, the menace and unknown of the
female.'dO4

The hysterical woman was equally functional and at the
same time threatening for male physicians. Certain aspects
104
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of the role that men needed women to play in society were
portrayed and even exaggerated in the hysteric. Yet in the
therapeutic encounter, the physician took up a professional
role that forced him to cope with a woman he viewed, because
of his masculine self-concept, as both alluring and at the
same time repellent. "Hysteria tamed: women are flighty and
excited humour them, pacify them,... hysteria threat;

something may be turning very nasty under the swelling
bosom...something that one would like to keep precisely at a
distance in its classification as hysteria..."105 The

medical and psychological jargon that physicians utilized as
professionals did little to disguise their concerns about
women.

If the therapeutic relationship surrounding hysteria
provided male physicians and psychiatrists with the
opportunity to tackle the threatening aspects of womanhood,

then why did female patients display hysterical symptoms?
This is a question that numerous scholars have attempted to
answer. As is the case with the construction of gender I
have put forward thus far, one must bear in mind the
speculative nature of such an exercise. Feminist writers,

such as Phyllis Chesler, have portrayed mentally ill women
as "failed but heroic rebels against the constraints of a
narrow femininity....

u106
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Helene Cixous and Xaviere Gauthier, have carried this
interpretation to the extreme, portraying hysterics as women
defying male scientists through use of coded language and
physical symptoms. Quoting Shoshana Felman, Elaine Showalter
emphasizes that historians must see madness as "the impasse
confronting those whom cultural conditioning has deprived of
the very means of protest or self-affirmation."107 Finally,

in her examination of nineteenth-century French psychiatry,
Jan Goldstein puts forward a unique and convincing argument
for the physicians role in "creating" hysteria. In her

study, Goldstein found that in the wake of Charcot's
meteoric rise to fame, psychiatrists began to "find" more
hysterics to which they could apply Charcot's hysteria
diagnosis.108

A work deemed to be "the single most significant piece
of feminist writing on hysteria," Smith-Rosenberg's
Disorderly Conduct offers a highly influential and fruitful
assessment of the malady. M9 In the opinion of Smith
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Rosenberg, hysteria was related to a role conflict
surrounding the ideal of proper womanhood, which placed
women in the dual roles of the "True Woman" and the "Ideal
Mother." Negotiating between these contradictory ideals was
difficult and painful for women in a world that wanted her
to be both childlike and matronly.

"The True Woman was emotional, dependent, and gentle--a
born follower. The Ideal Mother, then and now, was expected
to be strong, self-reliant, protective, an efficient
caretaker in relation to children and home. u110 Throughout

the nineteenth century, due to the state of obstetric
medicine in this period, women could expect to face severe
pain or even death through childbirth. In spite of this,

women were expected to be the backbone of the family.
Nevertheless, while society taught boys to endure pain,
girls learned from their earliest years to deal with pain
and stress emotionally. For their tears, they were taught
that they would receive sympathy.

From the 1870s on, a great deal of discussion centered
upon the high incidence of hysteria in women burdened by
repeated pregnancy and the general stresses of the domestic
sphere. In the opinion of many physicians, this spoke to
certain women's unpreparedness for the mature role of woman
in marriage and motherhood.

110 Smi th-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct, 199.
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In addition to their socialization which encouraged
them to be childlike, women of the nineteenth century faced
new conditions in American society. In relation to such
changes, the role they learned to play was no longer
appropriate. Shifts in population growth and distribution,
and a middle class seeking a higher standard of living
through increasing professional status and business success,
served to alter the family structure. Women were living
longer and marrying later. Due to a rising standard of
living, women increasingly spent less time working at
domestic chores. Work for women outside of the home became
more common. The limitation of children had ramifications
for domestic relations as well; "its successful practice
implied potential access for women to new roles and a new
autonomy. "OH

However, while the society as a whole changed
extensively, women's gender ideals for the most part did
not. It is not difficult to imagine that societal changes
produced a great deal of anxiety on the part of women.

111 Carroll Smith-Rosenberg and Charles Rosenberg, "The Female Animal:
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Hysterical behavior may have been a way for women to cope
with these changes.112 "Thus hysteria may have served as one

option or tactic offering particular women otherwise unable
to respond to these changes a chance to redefine or
restructure their place within the family."113 At the same

time, the malady provided male physicians with a scientific
concept for grappling with the troublesome nature of
womanhood and the negative impact this potentially had upon
their manhood.

Despite the fact that hysteria could affect people of
all ages, male and female, it was most frequently reported
among middle and upper class women between the ages of
fifteen and forty. The symptoms of hysteria ranged from
nervousness, depression, chronic fatigue, and disabling
pain, to the most characteristic symptom, hysterical
convulsions. The patient would experience an attack similar
to a seizure in response to fear, shock, or grief of some
sort. An extreme attack was described by the physician E.H.
Dixon in the 1840s.

Let the reader imagine the patient writhing like a
serpent upon the floor, rending her garments to
tatters,
plucking out handsful
of
hair,
and
striking her person with violence--with contorted
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and swollen countenance and fixed eyes resisting
every effort of bystanders to control her....114

When she was through, the patient would often fall off to
sleep.

Early in the nineteenth century, hysteria for the most
part was defined by these violent outbursts. By mid-century,
the diagnosis of hysteria became much more flexible. In
order to be diagnosed with hysteria, a seizure must have
occurred at some point; however, the attack could be so
subtle as to even escape the detection of the patient!

By

the last third of the century, the seizure no longer served
as the defining symptom of hysteria. In fact, any symptom
could be an indication of hysteria. For instance, loss of
vision, numbness, nausea, headaches, pain and paralysis were
often categorized as hysterical symptoms.115 This

transformation of the hysteria diagnosis, with its
accompanying shift in symptoms portrayed by women, clearly
demonstrates the "looping effect" discussed by Ian Hacking
in Rewriting the Soul.

In his account of multiple personality, Hacking shows
how the emerging sciences of memory centered upon trauma
shaped discussions about the human soul in the nineteenth
century. For Hacking, the "looping effect of humankind" is
about human interaction and the ways in which people and
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their behavior are classified. Labeling someone as person
who performs certain acts has ramifications for their
behavior. In addition, a redefined system of classification
will influence the individuals being classified,

or else

they may choose to "rebel against the knowers, the
classifiers, the science that classifies them."116

Ultimately these interactions may in turn affect those who
are classified, thereby leading to changes in what is known
about these individuals. Hacking adds another parameter to
the feedback effect:
Inventing

or

molding

a

new

kind,

a

new

classification, of people or behavior may create
new ways to be a person, new choices to make, for
good or evil. There are new descriptions, and
hence new actions under a description. It is not
that people change, substantively, but that as a
point of logic new opportunities for action are
open to them.117

Hacking demonstrates how physicians and patients interact to
create, transmit, and transform conceptions of mental
illness.

In conjunction with the physical symptoms, the medical
community gradually developed a hysterical female
symptomatology based upon mood and personality. This
description was the foundation of our twentieth century
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picture of the "hysterical personality." Doctors viewed
hysterical women as being easily influenced and
narcissistic. The hysteric experienced sudden and dramatic
mood swings for no apparent reason. More importantly,
although the hysterical woman appeared to be sexually
stimulated and attractive, doctors insisted that she was
really asexual and frigid!

Yet another symptom of hysteria was depression. These
bouts would often follow a tragedy of some sort, or were
connected with dissatisfaction in some aspect of daily life.
Very often these women would take to their beds due to
hysterical symptoms.

The response of physicians to hysterical women was
marked by ambivalence and hostility. The hysteric was viewed
with resentment partially because the disease was so
mysterious. However, it was the strong link that doctors
perceived between hysteria and certain aspects of womanhood
that was the most troubling. In their view, there was really
little, if any, difference between the hysteric and the
average woman; indeed, the doctor was invariably in close
proximity to a normal person he also found to be
threatening. In Carroll Smith-Rosenberg's words: "He was the
therapist thwarted, the child untended, the husband denied
nurturance and sex.

u118
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In keeping with the search for the somatic foundations
of disease from 1870 to 1900, doctors sought the specific
organic cause of hysteria. But, in truth, hysteria lacked
the characteristics of a disease; there was no apparent
physiological cause underlying the symptoms. Often the
symptoms would simply change, for instance a rapidly
shifting paralysis from one side of the body to another.

What was the physician to make of this? Here was a doctor
faced with a patient complaining of severe pain that he
could not cure.

Despite their best efforts, physicians could not
determine an etiology for hysteria; however, this did not
keep them from attempting to pinpoint the origins of the
disease. Using ancient descriptions of the malady, some
argued that hysteria resulted from an irritation of the
uterus or ovaries, while others postulated the disease as a
malfunction of the cerebral cortex. All these guesses may be
viewed as attempts to alleviate the suspicion that hysteria
was not truly organic, and to prove that hysteria was indeed
a disease. After all, in the opinion of male physicians
filled with trepidation, might these "hysterical" women have
simply been seeking attention?

The possibility that women were only feigning illness
became an aspect of some physicians' views on hysteria. Many
saw the pampered life of the middle and upper class woman as
the culprit. The descriptions emphasized her "idleness,

self-indulgence, deceitfulness, and 'craving for sympathy.'"
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Because she had been indulged by her parents, she had never
learned to control her emotions and desires. Nor was she
prepared to be a proper wife and mother.119 It would appear

that she was behaving, in the popular conception,

as a

child-woman should.

If the physician's indictment of women was a bit
brutal, it is important to understand his tenuous situation
as a medical expert. Doctors were required to analyze and
make statements about a uniquely feminine disease. As men,
it was crucial for them to take an authoritative stance
toward their patients. But like the women he treated, the
physician was to an extent the product of his gender and
culture. Doctors were thus victims of a conflict that forced
them to simultaneously identify with the husbands and
fathers of their patients, and to offer treatment to women
in a way that could potentially force the practitioners to
adopt aspects of the feminine role.EW
Moreover, the very role that doctors played in the
therapeutic encounter was constructed from conflicting
elements. Masculine professional identity was comprised of
independent achievement, emotional detachment, and the
expression of aggressive instincts on the one hand, service,
caring, and self-control on the other. Male perceptions of
femininity were equally ambiguous; she was dependent, overly
119
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emotional, passionate, and even childlike, and yet she was
the passionless moral caretaker and nurturer, the matron.
In light of their ideas about themselves and women,

such deep ambivalence produced understandably strong
emotional responses. Charles Lockwood wrote of hysterical
women in 1895:

The mind and body are deteriorated by the force of
evil habit, morbid thought and morbid impulse run
through the poor, weak, unresisting brain, until
all mental control is lost,
and the sufferer
is...at the mercy of...evil and unrestrained
passions,
appetites
and
morbid
thoughts
and
impulses .121

His vehemence is understandable in light of the fact that he
saw in her a very threatening sexual aspect of womanhood
which simultaneously attracted and scared him.

Over time, women came to be seen as essentially badly
behaved children. In a response befitting a naughty
daughter, physicians reacted with severity and hostility. S.
Weir Mitchell considered hysterical women to be

the pests of many households, who constitute the
despair

of

physicians,

and

who

furnish

those

annoying examples of despotic selfishness, which
wreck the constitutions of nurses and devoted
relatives, and in unconscious or half-conscious
self-indulgence destroy the comfort of everyone
about them. 122
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For good measure he summed up by quoting Oliver Wendell
Holmes's opinion that "a hysterical girl is a vampire who
sucks the blood of the healthy people about her. "123 The

obvious sexual content of this comment underscores the
complexity of problems that male physicians saw in women,
hysterical and otherwise. Was she frigid, or was she

a

seductress? Did she need sex, or did she want sex at all?
Male physicians, with their conceptualizations of women as
sick beings, insisted that they understood women; however,

on some level they were aware that they did not truly
understand the opposite sex. The angry debate over the
nature of the hysteric betrayed their anxieties concerning

a

being they could never really know.

MALE HYSTERIA: RENEGOTIATING IDEALS OF GENDER
Although hysteria had long been construed as a disease
of women caused by something essential to the female makeup,

by the seventeenth century new theories for the origin of
the malady which emphasized the nervous system made it
theoretically possible for men to be hysterical. Throughout
the nineteenth century, scientists such as Charcot strove to
secure a place in the medical lexicon for male hysteria, and
a number of male patients were in fact diagnosed with the
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disease. Nevertheless, an examination of the literature on
hysteria from nineteenth and early twentieth-century Europe
and North America demonstrates the predominance of gender
ideals in disease conceptualizations which continued to
reinforce the perceived differences between men and women.

As the theoretical possibility of male hysteria threatened
to overturn both medical canon and the gendered social
order, nineteenth-century medical writers "creatively, and
most likely unconsciously, deployed a series of 'strategies
of resistance' that allowed them to discuss the subject of
hysteria in adult males while avoiding, or at least
minimizing, the psychological and sexual ramifications of
the idea."

For instance, in his investigations at the Salpetriere,

Charcot argued against the popular image of hysterical men
as adolescent boys or homosexual men, attempting to
extricate the diagnosis from negative gender stereotypes.
Nevertheless, Charcot was unable to completely disengage the
malady from its centuries long association with women. In
his clinical evaluation of male hysterics, Charcot often
ascribed physical signs, such as genital hysterogenic zones
and hysterical 'pseudo-ovarian points,' which he had
observed in his female patients.

Still, Charcot did not simply impose a female model of
disease upon male bodies. In his case studies, he observed
and recorded gender appropriate characteristics which served
to distinguish hysterical men from women. Case records
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involving male hysteria often left out descriptions of
emotion and instead stressed the physical symptoms of the
disease. In Charcot's theorization about etiology, he used a
primary degenerationist model for both male and female
patients. But in terms of secondary causes, Charcot would
describe women as being hysterical due to highly emotional
situations which had taken place in the domestic realm. On
the other hand, it was generally accepted by Charcot and his
colleagues that men became ill in public situations from
strenuous work, excessive drink, and fornication.124 Sexual

excess was not supposed to figure prominently in Charcot's
theory of hysteria, and in many of his case studies he did
not mention sexual factors as pertinent to the etiology of
hysteria for male patients; however, in a few instances he
did seem to allow that masturbation and an "irresistible
impulse towards women" could contribute to the male
hysterical personality. The sexual acts and fantasies of
women patients, on the other hand, were viewed "as an
integral part of the clinical story. "125 By sweeping aside

the emotional and sexual aspects of the diagnosis in men,
Charcot "was effectively able to acknowledge the hysterical
neuroses in members of his own sex while avoiding the more

124 Micale, 161-164.
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delicate and controversial implications of the male hysteria
concept.

u126

In the effort to discuss male hysteria in a non
threatening manner, Charcot's American contemporaries

also

employed various strategies to reinforce the distinct
features of prevalent gender ideals. As an example, in his
exposition on hysteria, the neurologist Charles Dana
contrasts those who suffer from "hysteria" with a group of
patients he refers to sardonically as "the hystericals."
Charles L. Dana, one time assistant of George Beard,

was a neurologist and professor of neurology at Cornell
University Medical College. During his career, Dana trained
several of the young men who would eventually became
psychoanalysts; however, it was not until 1920 that he
"moved from relatively orthodox somaticism to a serious
consideration of psychological factors, forced on him, the
context suggests, by the zeal of the young psychoanalysts he
knew. "127

In his early work, Dana describes hysteria as a rare
disease "of a very chronic character and usually expressive
of a teratological defect and a worn-out link in the
neuronic chain." Hence in cases deemed "real" hysteria, Dana
infers that there is an organic root of some sort. While he
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allows that it can occur in both men and women, the case
study he offers to illustrate a true case of hysteria is

a

working man who he views as "sober and extremely
industrious." Yet, in Dana's opinion, the man's "work
involved a responsibility which was perhaps a little greater
than he was equipped to endure." From the outset then, Dana
seems to hint that this working-class man is somehow
predisposed to illness.

The patient, a superintendent of a manufacturing plant,

received a great shock upon seeing a co-worker fall from

a

stage. Initially, the patient went about his work, but two
days later had a seizure and discovered that he could not
move his arm or leg. He lost sensation in his skin,
experienced tremors, and suffered "nervous weakness and
excitability." The patient continued to have hysterical
episodes and was unable to work even three years after the
attack. Dispensing with a detailed account of the symptoms,
Dana dryly asserts that this "is the disease hysteria, and
the only one to which the word properly applies."
In addressing the pathology of true hysteria, he
insists that the condition is generally permanent and that
the loss of function "is due to practically a senility or
wearing out of this part of the psychic machinery," a kind
of "metabolic degeneration which makes it impossible for
certain groups of cells to any longer carry on their work."
Thus in Dana's formulation of hysteria involving men, it
seems that there is an organic factor at work, although
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there is certainly no concrete evidence for such an
observation. It is interesting to note his use of industrial
language in describing the process of mental illness.

In addition to his use of an organic etiology, one is
given the impression that outwardly masculine working-class
men are perhaps latently weak and are therefore predisposed
to the mental disturbances most often experienced by women.
Dana is convinced that it is "the tired-out, hard-worked,

and not very strong mentally" who get "hysteria." There is

a

degree of feminization in Dana's observation that these men
are in some way "weak." At the same time, Dana writes that
real cases of hysteria are found in railroad accidents and
shocks that occur in the workplace. By stressing that "real"
hysteria occurs in the workplace, Dana attempts to break the
link between hysteria and its association with women in the
domestic sphere. Satisfied that he has clarified the
hysteria diagnosis, Dana turns to "the hystericals."
The typical patient in this group is a woman over
twenty who "is intensely egotistical and selfish," yet she
is bright and is quite good at articulating her symptoms.

She has nagging headaches, backaches, exhaustion, and "falls
ill at once on attempting to do what she does not want." She
indulges herself, taking to her bed at the sign of any
symptom whatsoever, but when she is well enough to be up,
she "may work with a persistent and foolish industry,

exhausting herself in her meticulosity and mania for doing
things with the precision she demands." Furthermore, she is
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not interested in anyone but herself and her ailments, which
"are largely imaginary or, at least, due to the focusing of
attention on her symptoms." She is "alternately petulant and
coaxing...a nagging and exacting wife."

While many professionals may refer to such cases as
"hysteria," Dana is quick to point out that these women are
faking, and that their "voluntary performance" cannot be
cured by anything other than "sound admonition and a proper
regime of life...." After all, these "hysterical" women are
only "histrionic performers" who lack moral sense and do not
care for their families. As Dana observes, "they perhaps
retain their ideas and talk about them (their families)

beautifully, but this has no practical meaning in their
lives." Finally, they often have "obstinate beliefs" which
cause them to wander off doing selfish and irresponsible
things in order to get attention. "They will go and take off
their clothes and stay in bed, or go out on some unnecessary
visit, or even do wantonly injurious things to make
themselves more in the center of the stage."
To sum up Dana's clinical observations, the rare
sufferer of male "hysteria" is predisposed to illness by
some unknown organic defect or latent mental "weakness"
which is the result of degeneration. He is then permanently
disabled by a shock or collision of some sort in the
workplace. By attributing the disease to organic roots and
by separating secondary causes of hysteria from the domestic
sphere, Dana resists the bothersome associations with female
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hysteria. In perceiving working-class men as somehow weak,
he effectively feminizes them, making the popular conception
of hysteria seem appropriate to their diagnosis. In
contrast, the female "hysteric" he discusses is quite
literally a troublesome woman. Whereas "hysteria proper or
major" is viewed by Dana as "a well recognized clinical
type," the "hysterical episodes" of women "are simply the
expression of the way the individual reacts, or may react,
being constitutionally unstable. .128 On the whole, the

essential features of masculine perceptions of gender ideals
in mental illness survived adaptations to scientific theory
intact.
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5. PSYCHOTHERAPY AND PSYCHOANALYSIS

As the ideas of European scientists such as Charcot,
Ribot, and Janet filtered into the American medical scene
around the turn of the twentieth century, the Americans
began to acknowledge non-organic origins for mental disease
and the benefit of psychological treatment. American
neurologists had already clearly recognized the mental
benefits of rest, hygiene, and massage. However, reflecting
the European influence, a few Americans began to at least
consider exclusive reliance upon mental treatment under the
new label of "psychotherapy." While it is true that many
physicians never truly dispensed with somatic treatments,

some were indeed interested in theories of the unconscious
mind and psychological treatment, and found them useful in
combination with more traditional somatic treatments.129

More specifically, when the somatic model could not account
for a disorder due to lack of an apparent physical cause for
each symptom, a patient could be diagnosed as suffering from
a psychological disorder such as hysteria or neurasthenia
and treated using some sort of psychotherapy. L.E. Emerson,
one of the earliest practitioners of psychoanalysis,

expressed the opinion that disorders such as hysteria "may
129 Francis G. Gosling, "Neurasthenia in Pennsylvania: A Perspective on
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be medical, surgical, and mental, all at once." In order to
effectively treat such "borderland" cases, "they must be
treated in this threefold manner: all at once; any one kind
of treatment alone is insufficient. "130

Despite the best intentions of practitioners open to a
psychotherapeutic approach, there existed a significant gap
in the classification scheme between the diagnosis of
functional and organic disorders. Nevertheless, it was
believed that physicians could attain some degree of success
by attempting to treat both types of illness. To this end,
physicians emphasized the elimination of organic causes
first, but even here, they believed that even physical
illness had an accompanying emotional aspect.

In his utilization of both organic and psychological
treatments for mental illness, the highly respected Harvard
professor and neurologist James Jackson Putnam was but one
member of a group of Boston practitioners in specialties
ranging from neurology to internal medicine who recognized
psychotherapy as one among many useful medical therapies. At
the Massachusetts General Hospital around the turn of the
century, Putnam began to experiment with a whole host of
therapies for treatment of mental disorders. For Putnam and
his colleagues, it was important to determine the efficacy
of various treatments empirically in a clinical setting. In
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addition, it was Putnam's hope to place psychotherapy on par
with the more scientific therapies and make the treatment of
neuroses an aspect of all family physicians' medical
training.

The broad range of psychotherapies tested by Putnam and
his associates included Janet's method which utilized
reeducation, or more specifically, the use of
countersuggestion on a hypnotized patient; a form of
behavior therapy developed by Morton Prince using Janet's
concept of dissociation; and a psychotherapy for social
consciousness utilized by Putnam in occupational therapy
classes for psychoneurotics at Massachusetts General.

Somewhere in the period between 1903 and 1905, Putnam
also began to experiment with a simplified form of Freud's
psychoanalysis. But as Eugene Taylor emphasizes, Putnam's
early work with psychoanalysis was not intended as a step in
the legitimization of Freud or psychoanalysis, but was in
fact, as Putnam saw it, simply another exploration in
psychotherapeutic method. While Putnam was indeed
sympathetic to psychoanalysis early on, as of 1906 he was
certainly not fully converted to Freud's school of thought.
Putnam explained that "while very interesting and
suggestive, neither the theory nor the therapy was necessary
for effective treatment in most cases."131 Later on,
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meetings with Ernest Jones and Freud would make the
remainder of Putnam's career a crusade for psychoanalysis.
In his promotion of psychoanalysis, Putnam attempted to
reconcile Freud's theory with his own Protestant ideals of
society. Psychoanalysis would become an educational tool
that Putnam could use to help move people toward moral truth
and a sense of obligation to the community. In achieving
this end, the role of the psychoanalyst was "to bring out
the patient's inherent ethical striving. "132 In further

explaining the duty of the psychoanalyst, Putnam wrote:
What
we
can
and
ought
to
do...is
to
feel
sympathetic
towards
all,
even
the
crudest,
subconscious
or
unconscious
leanings
of
the
patient in the direction of truths that we hold to
be important and philosophically sound. We can and

should help him to unravel that portion of his
unconscious yearnings
which point,
not
alone
towards his earthly genesis, but also towards his
spiritual genesis.133

In truth, it would seem that Putnam was not actually
doing psychoanalysis. Putnam's conception of therapy made
use of Janet's suggestive psychotherapy, which is
illustrated by Putnam's criticisms of Freud's work. He was
discouraged that symptoms were not alleviated by the recall
of traumatic memories, and felt that it was possible that
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the therapeutic success was due to other aspects of mental
therapy, or even to prescribed exercise, baths, and
electricity. In addition, Putnam did not particularly like
Freud's concept of the unconscious, favoring instead the
theory of James. Furthermore, Freud's theory had patients
thinking about sex when, as far as Putnam was concerned,
other factors could be at the root of the symptoms.134 In
1914, Putnam stated:

In brief, there would seem to be no reason why we
should not agree to denominate as
the
most
practically
important
motive
leading
to
psychopathic illnesses, that on which patients
themselves, during analysis, describe as the most
prominent part in their lives, as representing a
great group of motives which are at once very
strong and very carefully repressed. It is easy
enough, of course, to discuss dreams at almost any
length without touching on the sexual motive.135
On the whole, Putnam, as well as many other American
practitioners, continued to rely upon neuropathology in
cases that warranted an organic diagnosis, and upon
psychogenic therapies for non-organic disorders. The
American adoption of Freudian terms was clearly a matter of
pragmatism, since Freud's concepts "were more amenable to
systematic presentation than other systems." Thus the
American medical community opened its doors to Freud's

134 Taylor, 462.
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psychoanalysis, not as the theory of choice, but as one of
the many alternative forms of psychotherapy. 136

As an alternative form of therapy, psychoanalysis was
indeed soundly attacked upon its introduction, receiving
criticism from those who felt it to be immoral and lacking

in scientific validity.M In a perceptive critique of
psychoanalysis, the psychologist R.S. Woodworth was
compelled to point out that Freudian psychoanalysis was "not
based on the evidence, but upon a certain inherent
attractiveness of the doctrine." Furthermore, Woodworth
believed that "the doctrine may not have been scientifically
derived...but may have been a 'happy thought' which occurred
to him (Freud) in connection with the cases he met and so
gripped him as to make evidence, for him, quite a secondary
matter."

Yet another aspect of psychoanalysis called into
question by Woodworth was the assumption on the part of
psychoanalysts that the patient was passive. He noted that
the psychoanalyst instructs his subject to be
passive and uncritical, and to give expression to
every thought that comes up, no matter how trivial
or embarrassing in may be....It is easy to see
that such instructions tend to arouse a definite
set of mind towards that which is private and
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embarrassing;
sexual.

and

this

easily

suggests

the

138

Despite such criticism, it is surprising to note how
easily American "resistance" to psychoanalysis was
conquered. Prior to 1917, many were willing and even anxious
to learn about psychoanalysis. It is significant that
Freud's new science sparked particular interest among
writers connected with the popular Emmanuel Movement, begun
in Boston in 1906. Employing the suggestion therapy of
French psychiatry, the Emmanuel Movement sought to free
human potential in the subliminal self through education.
Not surprisingly, William James and J.J. Putnam were among
those interested in the Emmanuel Movement, one of the
popular forms of psychotherapy which helped to pave the way
for the introduction of psychoanalysis.139

When Sigmund Freud paid his first and only visit to the
United States in order to formally introduce his
psychoanalysis in 1909, the American psychotherapy movement
had effectively set the stage. Another ten years would pass
before Freud's work would have any large effect upon the
psychiatric world. However, by 1920 the apparent success of
psychoanalysis would cause Morton Prince, the founder of the
Boston school of psychotherapy, to write: "Freudian
psychology had flooded the field like a full rising tide,
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and the rest of us were left submerged like clams buried in
the sands at low water. r, 140 Nathan G. Hale suggests that the

eventual success of psychoanalysis was due to the fact that
it was introduced at a time of crisis in the society's
sexual morality, as well as in the medical profession. The
Victorian sexual ethos, requiring mental chastity for men
and women, purity from females, and the restriction of
sexual activity was being called into question for the
apparent harm it did to the individual and society.

Psychoanalysis placed the repressive Victorian sexual mores
at the root of the neuroses and thus provided the first
analysts with a scientific tool for opening this sexual
system to criticism.

Psychoanalysis helped to alleviate the professional
"crisis" by proposing solutions to the unsolved problems in
American psychotherapy. In the ongoing debate over the
effectiveness of the somatic approach to mental illness, the
mind-body issue, and the nature-nurture controversy,
psychoanalysis was seen by some as a particularly useful
therapeutic alternative. In addition, both neurologists and
psychiatrists continued to be concerned about their
professional role in society and the methods that they
should employ toward this end. Psychoanalysis offered its
practitioners a useful means of carving out for themselves a
role in social reform.
140 Hale,
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In the view of the early twentieth century psychiatric
community, Freud was responsible for changing psychiatry to
a truly positive scientific method that favored 'cause' over
mere description, and therapeutic intervention over
passivity. Many felt that psychoanalysis successfully
resolved the problems of the somatic style of neurology and
psychiatry. Whereas the emphasis had been placed previously
upon somatic application, for which causes were often
lacking, with the acceptance of psychoanalysis the
psychological and emotional explanations became more
prominent.

However, certain aspects of the theories that early
psychoanalysts attributed to Freud in fact came from other
scientists whose work paved the way for acceptance of
psychoanalysis. For instance, Kraepelinian theories, as well
as the ideas put forward by Janet, Prince, and Sidis
strongly influenced American conceptions of Freudian
psychoanalysis.

141

As an important figure in the reception of
psychoanalysis, Morton Prince, a Boston neurologist, was one
of the first physicians to make the transition from somatic
to psychological therapy for nervous illness. Following
closely the work of Janet, Prince developed a theory of the
unconscious where mental events are changes in brain
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states.142 In his work, which had a profound impact upon the

American reception of Freud's psychoanalysis, Prince
attributed cognitive powers to the unconscious. In spite of
the fact that Prince's view of the unconscious was
significantly different from Freud's, Americans thought they
knew what Freud meant when he introduced his new theory of
the unconscious. 143

The Americans also made Freud their symbol of sexual
frankness. Since psychoanalysis emphasized the sexual
content of psychopathology, the liberal discussion of
sexuality was attributed to Freud's theoretical work. The
introduction of psychoanalysis coincided with challenges to
American "civilized" morality, and thus for many, Freud
symbolized the change in sexual attitudes on both

a

professional and social level because his theory emphasized
the discussion and analysis of sexual themes.144

The initial impact of psychoanalysis upon hysteria in
America may be illustrated by the work of William Alanson
White. In 1907, White argued that the symptoms of hysteria
were anesthesia, paralysis, deliria, and amnesias, all of
which had psychological origins. White believed that
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hysterics "suffered from a narrowing of the field of
consciousness. uW White felt that the hysteric had
essentially separated herself from the pain of emotion,
which sometimes resulted in a second personality. Hypnotic
psychotherapy was used to integrate painful emotions back
into consciousness.

However, by 1911, White's theory of hysteria had
changed. He adopted Freud's theory of repressed sexual
conflict, in conjunction with Janet's theory, and began to
utilize the "cathartic method. "146 In Nathan G. Hale's

opinion, within a few years of its formal introduction in
1909, psychoanalysis had won over a few neurologists and
psychiatrists. It provided them with a therapy for the
neuroses, as well as a system for investigating and treating
the psychoses.

Psychoanalysis also came to be seen as a tool for
social criticism. Psychoanalysis pointed out the
psychological harm done to people by nineteenth-century
sexual morality. As a weapon against what Freud termed
'civilized morality,' psychoanalysis was seen by its early
proponents as a potential tool to be used in pursuit of
social progress through attacks on Victorian sexual
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morality. 147 Such use of psychoanalytic theory in many ways

only served to perpetuate Victorian morality.

It should not be surprising that psychoanalysis was
used in this manner. The professionals utilizing
psychoanalysis adhered to certain assumptions about their
society which clearly identified them as Progressives. The
guiding belief of the Progressives was that man could make
and change his environment, and that man himself was
changeable. The Progressives, represented by a majority of
professionals such as Putnam, set themselves up to be "the
self-appointed arbiters of man's destiny." The
psychoanalysts, committed to a "sexual" view of the world,
as John Burnham states, "illustrated most strikingly the
intense moralism of the Progressive psychiatrists." As we
have seen with Putnam, the psychoanalysts felt that
psychotherapy should be applied to socially useful ends, and
that they were uniquely qualified to change their patient's
lives.148

In his role as social reformer, White himself
contributed a campaign for 'positive' eugenics. His campaign
plainly illustrates the continuing effort on the part of men
of science to stake out a place for themselves in the
broader society. Along with other psychoanalysts, White
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suggested that knowledge of their new science was important
for everyone, from educators to the intelligent lay
population. Along with this knowledge, however, came certain
responsibilities. The psychoanalyst now filled an important
role in society. "He must become, of necessity, the
paramount critic of

civilization."'49

The fact that

psychoanalysts truly believed that they could fill the role
of social critics effectively blinded them to the
inconsistencies inherent in simultaneously playing the roles
of psychotherapist and social commentator.

AMERICAN PERCEPTIONS AND MODIFICATIONS OF FREUD'S
PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY
In perceiving the social and professional utility of
psychoanalysis, some Americans quickly adopted and modified
certain aspects of psychoanalysis to suit their ambitions.
Psychoanalysis fit nicely with the social agendas of
medically trained reform-minded Progressives who felt they
were ideally suited to pass judgment on society. This
professional ethos effectively blinded these physicians to
the fact that they were actually crafting science out of
culture.

149 Hale,
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At the same time, the Americans changed psychoanalysis
to fit their perception of the world, heavily influenced as
it was by sexual and gender ideals forged out of Victorian
morality. To a large degree, American physicians
investigating and treating hysteria created their own
psychoanalytic science that was deeply rooted in concerns
about their place in society as professionals, their sexual
identity as men, and their gendered roles in relation to
women. Such distortions of Freud's theory appear to have
been made up of one part therapeutic pragmatism and two
parts gender ideal. In closely examining the American
formulation of theory, deep-seated anxieties become readily
apparent in the literature centering upon hysteria. We must
keep in mind the definite link between hysteria and
sexuality, for this topic permeated medical tracts as well.

Whether in the form of literary flourishes attempting to
broach the topic of sex without being explicit, or in tracts
that revealed a certain licentiousness on the part of the
analyst, the physicians were concerned about sex. Even those
who saw no merit whatsoever in sexual revelations, in the
attempt to make it clear how repulsed they were by such
matters, could not avoid jumping into the heated debate over
the topic.

As much as medical science centered upon hysteria had
changed conceptualizations of the malady over the course of
the nineteenth century, twentieth-century physicians saw the
illnesses of their female patients through the same gendered
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lens, and continued to voice the same opinions concerning
women. In the hysteric, the physician who adopted

psychoanalytic discourse described the creature who vexed
him both as a doctor and as a man. The terminology he used
had changed, but his conceptions of masculinity, sex, and
women had not.

The psychoanalysis practiced by the American medical
community was vastly different from Freudian psychoanalysis.
Many American doctors, satisfied with existing theories for
illness, chose to completely ignore psychoanalysis. Others
who were interested in psychoanalysis simply ignored or
distorted the later developments in Freud's evolving theory.
They were satisfied with their understanding of Freud's
early work in Studies On Hysteria, where hysteria caused by
psychic trauma was relieved by catharsis--abreaction of a
suppressed or dissociated affect. It was also accepted that
the neuroses were rooted in a childhood sexual trauma. The
concepts introduced in Freud's early work were very similar
to prevalent ideas within various American medical
specialties. These concepts, such as trauma, dissociation,
and catharsis were also fairly easy to understand;

therefore, it is not surprising that Freud's more complex
theorization was neglected. This fact is illustrated by a
book review written in 1917. The reviewer was compelled to
point out that the author of the book was "unaware that
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Freud discarded long ago the doctrine of the actual sexual
trauma."150

Psychoanalysis was distorted by those who wanted to
stress, or as they saw fit, to de-emphasize certain aspects
of Freudian theory. One of the controversial ideas most
often debated and distorted by the Americans was the sexual
aspect of psychoanalysis, which they often de-emphasized by
using an exceedingly broad definition of the term.151 In

fact, dispute over this issue led to neglect of many crucial
aspects of Freud's theory.

152

The American psychotherapists, guided by their notions
of the Victorian sexual system, used their own conceptions
of psychoanalysis in the attempt to make sexuality less
threatening. In their optimistic emphasis on sublimation,

the Americans de-emphasized and at times denied that there
were evil forces at work in the unconscious, and proposed
that the libido could be channeled into virtuous behavior
beneficial to society.153 In John Burnham's view, the works

of Freud and his European followers did not support the
American emphasis of sublimation as a major discovery of
psychoanalysis.
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Yet the Americans continued to value sublimation most
highly. 154 They also believed that sublimation could be

cultivated, thus opening the way for the physician to direct
his patient's life.155 For the Boston analyst L.E. Emerson,

psychoanalysis was not useful unless the patient was given

a

"chance to sublimate or idealize her energies." Moreover,

the analyst who "wishes his work to last, must provide an
adequate outlet for energies which, turned in, are self
destructive."156 In contrast, Freud believed that the

cultivation of sublimation was absurd since the process was
spontaneous and unconscious.157

The nature of the American medical scene also led to
distortion of Freudian psychoanalysis. American physicians
de-emphasized schools of thought in general, and praised the
blending of various theoretical frameworks. Because of this,
consistency in medical theory fell by the wayside. Medical
writers were accustomed to putting forward organic and
psychogenetic etiologies for mental illness that were
irreconcilable in logic or practice. It was not unusual then
for medical treatises to utilize psychoanalysis in the
explanation of treatments which were completely
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contradictory to it. For one physician, the treatment of
psychoneurosis required "persuasion, re-education,
reassociation of the dissociated personality, reassurance,
obtaining a full confession, liberation from remorse, and
redirection of life. "58 Reassociation and confession could

be attributed to Freud's theory, but the other concepts are
from other very different theories of psychotherapy.

Therefore, it is not clear what this physician meant by use
of these terms in the context of this discussion of
psychoanalysis. It would seem that the use of diverse and
often contradictory theories was perfectly acceptable to the
pragmatic American physicians.

Empiricism was yet another factor influencing American
interpretations of psychoanalysis. Whereas Freud had
considered psychoanalysis a therapy to be used only with
young, bright patients, the Americans viewed psychoanalysis
as one of many therapies to be tried empirically on any
cases they deemed appropriate. Quite often, physicians such
as Abraham Myerson viewed psychoanalysis as a last resort
therapy to be used only when other methods had failed.159

158 Burnham, "Psychoanalysis," 183-185.
159 Burnham, "Psychoanalysis," 183-184.
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ABRAHAM MYERSON IN A BATTLE OF THE SEXES

Abraham Myerson was born in Yanova, Lithuania in 1881
and came to the United States in 1886. Myerson grew up in
the slums of Boston and worked cutting pipe to earn money
for medical school. He attended Columbia Medical School, but
after one year his money ran out and he was forced to work
as a streetcar conductor. Later, he returned Columbia and
eventually transferred to Tufts were he met Morton Prince.

After graduation, Myerson worked at the Boston City
Hospital as an assistant in the Department for Diseases of
the Nervous System. He spent six months working with
Southard in neuropathology before going to the Alexian
Brothers' Hospital in St. Louis as resident neurologist.160

As one of the initial practitioners experimenting with
psychoanalysis at Taunton State Hospital, Myerson offers an
interesting assessment of psychoanalysis and the hysteric.

In the introductory paragraph of his article entitled
"Hysteria as a Weapon in Marital Conflicts," he puts forward
a brief explanation of the mechanisms underlying hysterical
symptoms. However, he quickly sets Freudian theory aside,

for it seems that he has a better explanation for this
particular case of hysteria. In fact, as Myerson states, it
is not a matter of complex psychological mechanisms, in
160 Paul G. Myerson, "Abraham Myerson," in George G. Gifford, ed.,

Psychoanalysis, Psychotherapy, and the New England Medical Scene, 1894
1944 (New York: Science History Publications/USA, 1978), 242-250.
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reality it "can be traced to a more simple and fairly
familiar mechanism; one which, in its essence, is merely an
intensification of a normal reaction of many women to

marital difficulties."More specifically, women quite often
utilize strong emotion, such as crying, to get their way
with their husband. Tears and hysterical symptoms served as
her "weapon" in a "domestic battle." As was the case with
Charles Dana, Myerson views these patients as essentially
bothersome women.

Judging from Myerson's own account, the "battle"
paradigm effectively summed up his view of the
doctor/patient encounter as well. Since it is clear to
Myerson that psychoanalysis will not work on unsophisticated
people of the lower class, he decides to utilize sheer force
in order to "cure" the patient who he apparently viewed as a
troublesome woman needing someone to make her behave.
Myerson's account also seems to be an indictment of the
husband, who has sympathetically played into the woman's
hands. It was only natural for a woman to behave badly;
however, it was the man's duty to take charge of the
situation. While the husband was unable to get his wife to
walk to the table and eat, Myerson "commanded her to get out
of bed, which she did with great effort." The patient was
also breathing irregularly and could not speak. Myerson was
intent upon "instructing" her to do so. First, he took hold
of her tongue with a towel and forced it in and out of her

mouth. Next, her breathing problem was tackled. Myerson
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placed both of his hands upon the patient's chest and pushed
down when it became necessary for her to expire. This
process went on for nearly twenty minutes!

In addition to his use of the prevalent male and female
models in his conception of marital relations as a "battle,"
it is important to note that for Myerson there was
apparently no distinction between normal women and
hysterical women. As he explains,

women frequently resort to measures which bring
about an acute discomfort upon the part of their
mate,
through his pity,
accusation.
They
resort

compassion and selfto
tears
as
their
proverbial weapon for gaining their point. In this
case the hysterical symptoms seem to have been the
substitute for tears in a domestic battle.

Equally important is the issue of physical contact
which illuminates the sexuality permeating this male/female
power relationship. In this microcosm of society, the male
doctor actively asserts himself while the passive female
patient is forced to submit to his ministrations. Such
intimate contact with a "typical" woman provided the
therapist an ideal setting for affirming his masculinity. 161

In 1920, Myerson published a book for a popular
audience which provides the historian with a more fully
developed account of the psychiatrists' ideas about gender
and mental illness. His treatise, The Nervous Housewife,

161 Abraham Myerson, "Hysteria as a Weapon in Marital Conflicts," The

Journal of Abnormal Psychology 10 (1915-1916): 1-10.
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plainly states in the title his estimation of the focus of
social tension. Despite his best effort to present an
evenhanded appraisal of women, it is readily apparent that
he is concerned with the clear connection between women's
changing roles and a society in conflict.

From the outset, Myerson summarizes what he views as
the problem; quite plainly, it is "the individualization of
women," and the subsequent dissatisfaction with the domestic
sphere which makes the "new type of woman...not so well
fitted for the old type of marriage as her predecessors."162

It seems that modern women, embracing as they do the
doctrine of feminism, want to assert their human rights.

They want to be treated with dignity and respect. As

a

result, women want to do everything except take care of the
home! While he fully acknowledges that "down-trodden" women
should no longer have to endure their traditional position
as slaves of men, he insists that the "main function of
women" will always be to enter into marriage, keep house,
and bear children.I63

Herein lies a serious point of conflict. How does
society "devise a system where woman's individuality and
humanness can have scope and yet find her willing to accept
the roles of mother and housekeeper...?"164 Particularly

162

Abraham Myerson, The Nervous Housewife (Boston: Little, Brown, and
Company, 1920), 12.
163 Myerson, The Nervous Housewife, 246.
164

Myerson, The Nervous Housewife, 250.
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when women insist upon "the right to be whimsical, they
continue to reserve for themselves the weapons of tears,
reproaches, and unreasonable demands." This desire "to be
treated as equals and also as irresponsible, petty, and
indulged tyrants" results in the "shattering of the romantic
ideal" for men, and ultimately ends in the "divorce
evil. "165

However, divorce is but one of the problems
precipitated by the "individualization of woman." In his
account, Myerson voices the common opinion that modern women
make rather poor mothers. Worse yet, some even refuse to
bear children altogether. As he explains, "the declining
birth rate is still further evidence of her individuality
and is in a sense her denial of mere femaleness and an
affirmation of freedom. "166 Myerson makes it known

throughout the book that he is concerned about the poor
quality of childcare and the lagging birth rates brought
about by feminist thought. "The desire to participate in the
world's activity, the desire to learn...engenders a restless
impatience with the closed-in life of the mother-housewife.

This interferes with single-minded motherhood, brings about
conflict, and so leads to mental and bodily unrest."167

165 Myerson,
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But there are not only implications for mother and
child; clearly the dereliction of motherhood results in "a
removal from the race of the value of these women, the
intellectual members of their sex" which is clearly "bad
eugenically. "168 Thus, as we have seen in scientific theory

throughout the nineteenth century, when women neglect their
primary duty, they suffer and society as a whole suffers as
well.

In further clarifying the connection between the
neglect of gender specific duties and mental illness,

Myerson emphasizes that the "problem of the new housewife"
can best be understood in terms of a "lowering of energy"
which happens to be "both a cause and symptom of her
neuroses."169 In other words, when women find particular

aspects of homemaking to be disagreeable, they are apt to
become neurotic, particularly if they are of the type
predisposed to nervousness. But then it would appear that
all women are somehow predisposed, for as Myerson states in
the introduction to his book, "in greater or less degree she
(the nervous women) is in every man's home.... u170

In spite of his pessimistic outlook concerning women's
tendency toward nervousness, Myerson readily admits that
there are facets of homemaking and childrearing which are

168 Myerson,

The Nervous Housewife,

245.

169 Myerson,
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menial, grueling, and even unhealthful. "No amount of
argument therefore leads away from the conclusion that
housework must be essentially disagreeable, in its
completeness." Nevertheless, he is most concerned with the
observation that all aspects of homemaking appear difficult
and disagreeable to many modern housewives because of their
exceedingly high expectations! "If one expects little out of
life, aside from being a housewife, then there is
contentment. If one expects much, demands much, then the
housewife's lot leads to discontent."171

As an obvious consequence of this dissatisfaction with
the traditional role of housewife, the modern woman becomes
neurotic. "It is a main thesis of this book that the
neurosis of the housewife has a large part of its origin in
the increasing desires of women...." Indeed, it is in the
modern housewife with a taste of independence and adventure
that "the neurosis appears in full bloom. Against the
adulation given to women singers...against the fancied
rewards of literature and business, the domestic lot seems
drab...."172

Not surprisingly, as Myerson described in his previous
article, her neurotic symptoms are surely a means to an end.
Because women are so accustomed to resorting to "tears and
sobs," it is not difficult to imagine that "the symptoms of
171
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nervousness appear as a substitute for tears in the marital
conflict." For it is well-known "that a man is usually
helpless in the presence of woman's tears...." The same can
be said for the man who confronts "the woman who gets sick,
has a nervous headache...as soon as she loses in some
domestic argument, or when her will is crossed; these
symptoms persist until the exasperated but helpless husband
yields the point at issue. Then recovery takes place almost
at once. "173

It is interesting to note that Myerson seems willing to
consider that social conditions, rather than biology, may
indeed cause female nervousness. However, he persists in
blaming women for their sickness. Despite stressful living
conditions, women are still biologically guided, emotional,

and manipulative creatures who, when faced with an ever
expanding role in the world at large, use sickness to either
escape their duty or to torment their husbands into letting
them have their way.

In the final analysis, Myerson has no answer to the
problem he has presented. It appears that it is much easier
to criticize than it is to offer concrete solutions to a
problem. "In medicine diagnosis is far ahead of treatment,
-so in society at large."174 However, this fact did not stop

him from writing a book which clearly puts forward his

173 Myerson, The Nervous Housewife, 165-166.
174
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agenda as a male professional. For it his belief that "the

problem of the nervous housewife is a problem of society
because she gives her mood over to her family or else
intensely dissatisfies its members so that the home ties are
greatly weakened."15 As a medical professional, it is
Myerson's duty to take up issues which result in social
upheaval and discontent, particularly when the situation can
be construed so that it is a mentally ill woman who is the
source of the trouble!

In examining Myerson's written work over the course of
a decade, it becomes apparent that psychotherapeutic insight
served to further perpetuate and intensify aspects of the
common wisdom concerning gender relations. With the
introduction of psychoanalysis early in the twentieth
century, the discourse on the hysterical woman became more
highly sexualized. This was partially due to the work of
Freud, which placed sex at the root of the etiology of
hysteria. Freud's belief that hysterical symptoms were the
expression of repressed sexual conflicts served to eroticize
hysteria. It is not surprising that psychoanalysis served to
enforce, or even to exaggerate, certain negative
characteristics that had already been assigned to the
malady, as well as to women in general. So, as Freudian
theory was taken up by American therapists, the already
anxiety-provoking doctor-patient relationship became
175 Myerson, The Nervous Housewife, 43
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increasingly permeated with the tensions of seduction. But
just who was seducing whom? Freud's psychoanalytic theory of
the neuroses was built upon his interpretation of a
hysteric's story of infantile sexual trauma, or what could
be viewed as unwanted seduction. Later, based upon clinical
work and his self-analysis, Freud substituted an attachment
between the child and the parent of the opposite sex as the
source of this trauma. The American therapists, on the other
hand, continued to embrace the seduction theory, but at
times it seemed that they were unsure about the perpetrator
of the seduction in cases involving hysterical women. Was it
the man, or was it the woman?

L.E. EMERSON: AN AMBIVALENT MAN AND SEDUCTIVE WOMEN
Naturally, psychiatrists listening to the tales of
hysterical women were anxious over the very nature of their
patients. To a certain extent, the stories that hysterics
told suggested their desire to act rather than to be acted
upon; a fact that could certainly unnerve even the most
consummate professional. Nevertheless, in Elizabeth
Lunbeck's view, these women were 'good girls' that
desperately wanted to maintain their virtue. But at the same
time, they wanted to be sexually active. Due to sexual
trauma of some sort, they were incapable of participating in
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the sexual realm. 176 In other words, they had fallen into

illness in reaction to their anxiety surrounding sexuality.
Psychiatrists who treated the hysterical women made use
of a caricature of woman that mixed normalcy with pathology.
By being coy and seductive, she raised anxieties concerning
his ideas of gender and corresponding sexual feelings in an
often intimate situation. In being frustratingly difficult
and apparently frigid, she provoked anger and resentment in
the male therapist. But in spite of the potential threat
that women posed to their masculine identity, the
psychiatrists in Elizabeth Lunbeck's account struggled to
adopt a modern perspective of sexuality including equality
of the sexes. But their patients repeatedly challenged this
ideal. For the most part, the hysteric told of seduction by
men, and so the psychiatrists utilized this well-worn
narrative of the passionless woman giving into the brutish
male. After all, the cultural ideals that had shaped the
formative years of the male psychiatrists were often times
difficult, if not impossible, to overcome.

Embedded also in their scientific discourse was a
conception of manhood, based upon their Victorian
conceptions of gender relations, that would not die so
easily. The scientific jargon psychiatrists used only made
it appear even more substantive. In the end, their attempts
to be sexually progressive appear rather weak. Their goal

176 Lunbeck, 209-210.
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was to make their patients more sexually enlightened and
assertive through education. As far as they were concerned,
sexual knowledge would lead to equality of sexual power.177

L.E. Emerson, one of the first American psychoanalysts,

was born in 1873. A native of Maine, Emerson graduated from
Harvard College and went on to earn a Harvard Ph.D. in
philosophy in 1909. He spent a short time at Ann Arbor,
where he treated his first clinical patients, before
returning to Boston. At the Massachusetts General Hospital
he worked with James Jackson Putnam. Later, in 1912 he
transferred to the Boston Psychopathic Hospital.178

At the Psychopathic Hospital, Emerson listened to a
wide spectrum of sexual tales from hysterical patients. A
portion of the women he treated claimed to be assault
victims that had been molested and raped by relatives, as
well as by strangers. Another group was made up of women who
told of 'normal' heterosexual experiences--anything from a
grope by a male co-worker to a boyfriend acting on his male
prerogative--which were viewed as unwanted aggression. Yet
another group consisted of women who had had problems coping
with frank discussions of sexual matters. All of these women
were terrified to the extent that they completely withdrew
from heterosexual relationships. For instance, one of
Emerson's patients complained of pains in her heart,

177 Lunbeck, 210-211.
178 Lunbeck, 179.
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weakness in her knees, and thoughts of suicide. At first,
she resisted temptation and remained celibate. But
eventually a young man wore her down and she began to have
sex with him on a regular basis. However, at times she was
not overly willing to participate, but she felt that she had
"led him on, more or less, teased him, etc.," and therefore,

she was obligated to satisfy him. This was especially
important to her because she viewed him as "a good fellow"
since he was perfectly willing to marry her if she happened
to become pregnant. Apparently, this particular hysterical
woman viewed heterosexuality (as men in this culture saw it)
as aggression while other women saw this sort of
relationship as completely normal.179

The tales of assaulted women, and the reactions of
psychiatrists, are telling in that they consistently follow
the gender paradigms of society. Psychiatrists were just
beginning to see sexual aggressions (viewed by many in this
culture as seduction) expressed as rape and assault for what
they were, criminal acts, but they were at the same time
unwilling in many cases to believe that women had indeed
been assaulted. The presumption of society concerning male
aggression and female coyness were embedded in the medical
literature, warning psychiatrists of the cunning and lies of
the hysteric. Authorities cautioned that women claiming to
be raped could not be believed since they were probably just

179 Lunbeck, 213-214.
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being hysterical. Women "roughly handled by some young man
of the neighborhood, although with no evil intent," could
make "innocent playfulness" into a crime. In the words of
one psychiatrist, the "(t)ruth is told about once in
thirteen cases." "(T)he mere crossing of the knees
absolutely prevents penetration," was generally the opinion
of doctors who believed they knew full well that "sexual
assault is physically impossible without consent. ,d80

In Lunbeck's opinion, psychiatrists and psychoanalysts
tended to be more sympathetic to their patients' stories
than

traditional medical doctors. However, as she points

out, there were significant differences between
psychiatrists and psychoanalysts as well. Whereas
psychiatrists were particularly interested in the hysterics'
symptoms, the psychoanalyst wanted to focus on the stories
these women told, and the light their tales could shed on
their affliction. Appropriately, psychiatrists ordered the
women to explain the reason for their fits. "Why did you get
that spell?" questioned one psychiatrist. To this the
patient responded, "Because." "Because what?" inquired the
psychiatrist. "I don't know myself, hardly," was her
admission."' Emerson, in contrast to the psychiatrists,
drew from his patients stories dealing with sex, a topic
that was both stimulating and troubling for him.
180
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As a psychoanalyst, Emerson was not so concerned with
the patients' symptoms. He simply wanted his patients to

purge themselves of all their emotions by talking and
thinking about their experiences. Equally important, Emerson
was apparently willing to believe the stories his patients
related to him. He paid careful attention to the appearance
of the hysteric's symptoms as she talked; at the very least
he felt that his patients believed what they were saying.
Emerson stated that "all hysterics tell untruths; some
hysterics lie," consequently, out of practicality, he was
willing to take them at their word and move on with the
therapy.

182

However, this fact certainly did not prevent him

from being quite confrontational with his patients. In one
particular case, a frustrated Emerson admitted that "the
resistances developed were so strong, I simply lost
patience."183 In the course of doing free associations, the

patient balked, explaining, "I can't tell everything that
goes through my mind. I can't put them in words; I'd tell

them if I could." To which Emerson replied, "You can tell if
you will." "I can't," she said, "it just seems as if my
throat were all closed up. They just go through my mind, but
I just cannot speak them." "What is it you see?" he urged.
Later in the article, in Emerson's assessment of this case,

182 Lunbeck, 215-216.

183 L.E. Emerson, "A Psychoanalytic Study of a Severe Case of Hysteria,"
The Journal of Abnormal Psychology 8 (1913-1914): 196.
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he seems to speak directly of the troubles he has faced.
"The analyst has to overcome a good many tendencies of his
own to interfere...," since there is "a conflict in the
analyzer's own breast between his desire to direct and his
willingness to listen. "184 Apparently, Emerson felt that he

was successful despite the fact that he so eagerly directed
free associations.

Emerson was fully aware of the psychoanalyst's trouble
in remaining detached; however, in practice, he was often
demanding to the point of blatantly leading the patient. At
one psychoanalytic session, the previously mentioned patient
was having difficulty retrieving a particularly painful
memory. Emerson was quick to provide her with an answer. "It
seems as if my mother were standing in front of something
looking down at me in scorn." "What for?" Emerson asked. "I
don't know," was her reply. "Did some boy assault you?"
Emerson bluntly asked. Over the course of the therapy,

Emerson determines that the patient has been assaulted by
men at least twice. But he is skeptical, and on two
occasions asks the patient, "Is it not all imagination?"185

Emerson would very often lose patience; at these moments he
would resort to physical contact. "Despairing of ever being
able to persuade her to look voluntarily,

184 L.E. Emerson,
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over her eyes, and told her to look and tell me what she
saw.

II 186

In response, the patient had an hysterical attack,

and threatened not to come back again. Emerson notes that he
"pointed out the fact of sex running through everything; but
made her responsibility in the whole matter seem as little
as possible."187

Conscious or not, Emerson's appraisal of the situation
betrays his masculine impulses in this highly eroticized
therapeutic encounter. In this episode, he also asserts the
masculine formulation of the sexual encounter, in which the
woman is seductive, and yet innocent; the man is sexually
aware and aggressive. Although once again claiming success,
Emerson summed up the true nature of his difficulty in this
situation rather nicely when he wrote, "(t)o adopt and hold
an impersonal attitude to another person while entering into
the most intimate psychical relations possible with that

person, makes demands that few will be willing to grant."'"
Emerson was obviously aware that he had to temper the
tremendously strong emotional attachment that he expected to
develop between analyst and patient. Nevertheless, he
believed that the intimate rapport he cultivated with his
patient was an important means of "helping" the patient.
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In connection with the transference, whenever it
manifested itself very strongly in dreams,
I

explained it to the patient and did not despair
until it seemed that she thoroughly understood its
significance. Of course, without transference no
such progress as was made would have been at all
possible.189

But what Emerson did not seem to acknowledge was that his
assertion of power and influence in the process of therapy
was to a large extent self-serving, and that the use of the
"transference" was a means of directing his patient in the
attempt to make her conform to his gender-biased picture of
the world.

In the case of a hysterical patient who repeatedly cuts
herself, Emerson insists that sublimation of her sexual
desires into the desire for motherhood is a crucial step in
a complete analysis. In his appraisal, merely revealing the
patient's complexes is not sufficient. From Emerson's
perspective, the patient is in need of "opportunities of
idealization." As the analyst, it is not "strictly speaking"
his place to provide such opportunities; however, "like the
doctor who prescribes a medicine too expensive for his
patient and therefore must get it himself if it is
absolutely necessary, so the analyst...must provide an
adequate outlet for energies which, turned in, are selfdestructive.

n190
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In order to provide the patient with such an outlet,

Emerson focuses upon the patient's reports of daydreams
about "babies, homes, and husbands." For Emerson, "these
various components of a complex total force" are
significant, and therefore must be brought into
"consciousness for consideration, judgment, and control"
through psychoanalysis. He seems thoroughly convinced that
"the patient's desire to live a full life is shown by her
almost overwhelming desire for children, together with a
strong desire to associate with, and receive consideration
from, people superior to her inherited social
environment."191 Such a conclusion raises an important

question. Is it truly the patient's desire to be the
stereotypical wife and mother, or is this simply Emerson's
vision for his patient? In an examination of letters that
the patient sent to Emerson after her discharge from the
Boston Psychopathic Hospital, we witness a young woman
seeking approval from an analyst utilizing his influence.

In reading the letters to Emerson it seems clear that
in the course of therapy he has attained a certain level of
influence over his patient. In a letter written January 27,

1913, the patient expresses her dependence: "Do not tell me
that you don't want to influence me, that you want me to
depend upon myself, and that I must decide things myself.

191 Emerson, "The Case of Miss A," 49 and 53.
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Wait until I have got something in myself to depend upon."
In another letter the patient writes: "I think that I want
you to answer this for I do want to know just what to do.
Perhaps you do not know, but at least you can advise me what
to do. "192 Certainly Emerson would have taken such reliance

on the part of a patient as an indication of successful
transference.

With transference, the way is opened for Emerson to
regulate his patient. To a great degree, she appears to
succumb to Emerson's influence, attempting to change her
life so that it fits with the pattern of appropriate female
behavior that the analyst has set out for her. "I do want to
get to the top & be really cultured, but it does seem
impossible for me to accomplish....I do think that all that
sexual excitement has held me back and made me see things
crooked--I do so want to be all that you & the others think
I can be...." Apparently, Emerson has encouraged her to take
up some of the proper activities of a respectable woman,

which she has done grudgingly. "I do a little (a very
little) housework, sew and read a great deal--I hate
Dickens' work and yet I read them...." Inquiring about a
chance meeting with Emerson, the patient writes: "I am
asking you why you did not recognize me when you saw me last

192 Martin Bauml Duberman, ""I Am Not Contented": Female Mascochism and
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evening in Harvard Sq....Do I not look sufficiently dowdy or
respectable, even yet? Do I look like a prostitute even if I
am not actually one?"

Perhaps she truly did want to conform to the female
stereotype, perhaps she merely wanted to please Emerson.
Nonetheless, at times she consciously fights the female
stereotype and attempts to assert her desire to be an
independent woman. "I do wish so very much that I could have
gone away as a war-nurse and if ever there is a chance of my
going I will most certainly nab it...." As for the issue of
wanting children, the patient appears extremely ambivalent.
At times she expresses interest in having children, but at
other times she seems opposed. In a letter dated July 13,
1916, the patient writes: "Elmwood is full of Children and
Babies. Everybody seems to have at least two of them and
everybody talks about themselves and their babies--and a few
think it queer that I should prefer Nursing as a profession,
to getting married & having babies...."I93

Despite his failure to thoroughly convince his patient
that his vision of womanhood is right for her, Emerson
nevertheless appears satisfied in his account that she
"sublimated her sensual desires sufficiently to know that
what she really wanted was children and not the sexual act
merely. "194 However, his patient does not appear satisfied

193 Duberman, 838-839.
194 Emerson, "The Case of Miss A," 54.
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that this is true. As she writes to him in 1916, "Just
knowing that you are right and that my doing what I wanted
to do was not so simple as I thought--does not cure me of
what I want so much."195 Namely, sex. "I use [sic] to hope

that the maternal feeling was stronger than the
restlessness....Lately I don't feel in the least like
mothering anybody or thing. I don't even want a baby.

,,196

While Emerson may have wanted her to adopt a pattern of
behavior more in line with his conception of society, his
use of the therapeutic relationship to cause her to do so
may have only exacerbated her existing emotional conflict.
For Emerson's part, psychoanalysis once again allowed him to
dictate cultural norms without acknowledging that he brought
a great deal more than "scientific" theory to the
therapeutic encounter.

To be sure, the discussion of sex was an important
aspect of the psychoanalytic mission. On this count, Emerson
was an orthodox Freudian who was more than willing to
perform his duty. Sexual ignorance was the major problem
that society and his patients must overcome. As a
consequence, Emerson took it upon himself to educate the
women that he treated in order to alleviate their sexual
conflicts. From their responses to his questions, it is
evident that a substantial lack of information existed. For

195 Duberman, 838.
196 Duberman, 836.
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example, to the question, "what do you know about sex," one
young lady explained that she did not "know what the word
means."197

There is no reason to doubt that Emerson had the best
interests of his patient in mind when he encouraged them to
discuss sex. Nevertheless, as we have already seen, the
process of psychoanalytic therapy created an atmosphere that
caused Emerson to project his own sexual desires and
cultural stereotypes onto women who, according to the
medical literature, were supposed to be asexual. As
Elizabeth Lunbeck explains, "the eroticism of the hysteric
likely took shape most clearly in the eyes of her beholder,
and the very technique of psychoanalysis--the intimate
revelation of sexual secrets and misdeeds--intensified her

sexualization."M Of one women Emerson wrote that "as she
lies on the couch, is apt to expose a part of her legs."
Another fifteen-year-old was described as "highly

erotic."M At times, though, the tables seemed to be
turned. At least from his perspective, the patients
eroticized Emerson. "She kept putting her hand on my knee,
until I told her not to touch me, and when I drew back she
wanted me to come nearer.

197 Lunbeck,

223.
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The traditional American psychiatrists did not
appreciate Emerson's sexual candidness. They were not about
to attempt a cure which involved "dragging out all the
disgusting details." One such psychiatrist stated quite
plainly that "for my part, if a patient tries to tell me
that,

I say--'Let up on that,

it. '

1

VI 20

I don't want to hear about

In one case, the discussion of such titillating

topics as masturbation, sexual assault, and incest turned
into an argument among the doctors. The patient, who was
still in the room, stated that Emerson had been the only one
to help her, which resulted in the psychiatrists poking fun
at him. Emerson became so agitated that he began to mock his
own ability. The psychiatrists were annoyed with the
patience he displayed in listening to these women. As far as
they were concerned, the women simply lacked selfdiscipline. But it would seem that even the psychiatrists
were at the very least intrigued with explicit sex talk.

201

Lunbeck, 225.
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6. CONCLUSION

We have seen how the therapeutic relationship
structured around hysteria was influenced heavily by
cultural ideals of gender. The rapidly changing society in
which American middle-class professionals were raised
brought about a complex and problematical masculine identity
that individual men adopted in varying degrees. The
physicians and analysts we have discussed were once the
young boys in a society which sought to control the force of
their sexuality. In an attempt to cope with such a
potentially threatening force, the society formulated ways
to control young male bodies through prescriptions of
manhood which rested heavily upon traditional ideals of
womanhood. Since it was really men that threatened other
men, and since it was commonly held that male sexuality was
uncontrollable, women were made responsible for protecting
society from the explosive change symbolized by the young
male body. In this formulation, woman was the 'other' so
crucial to masculine identity, for she was everything he was
not. For man to be aggressive, he needed to oppose himself
with a passive woman. His sexual impulsiveness necessitated
her chastity.

The male physicians and analysts born and raised in the
middle to late nineteenth century were certainly given a
strong dose of these prevailing gender ideals. So, when they
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reached maturity and became involved in professional life,
it is not difficult to believe that they acted according to
their masculine roles in their therapeutic relationships
with women. As we have seen, the potent mix of ideas
concerning professionalism and medical science were not only
made up of masculine ideals, but served to reinforce and
perpetuate this ethos. The overriding faith in the
objectivity of science and the public's desire for medical
pronouncements afforded practitioners a prominent position
in society. To a large degree, the profession actively
pursued and ensured this enviable status through a
collective effort to remake and market the commodity of
medical care. By consolidating the resources of the
hospital, the university, and the wealthy industrialist,

male medical professionals secured their place as
interpreters, not only of the human body, but of society as
a whole. These interpretations, it would appear, were often
based upon little more than self-serving cultural ideals.
In an examination of the medical literature, scientific
formulations of gender based upon culture become readily
apparent. We have seen that the hysterical woman was, in the
eyes of the therapist, sick because she was a woman, and
problematical solely because she was a woman: everything he
was not. When placed in an intimate situation with such a
woman, the therapist simply acted in a manner most familiar
to him, that is, as a man. It would seem the therapeutic
relationship offered the male therapist affirmation of his
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masculinity through such close contact with the essential
woman. For in this setting she played her role, the coy and
yet seductive female, and he played the aggressive, and yet
rational male. Consequently, professionalism and science
served to perpetuate the assumptions and feelings inherent
in such close contact.
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